March 15, 2017

To:

Technical Review Committee Members

From: R. Chris Rustin, DrPH, Secretary
Re:

34th TRC Meeting Final Minutes – Meeting date March 15, 2017

Members Present: Scott Uhlich, Don Loggins, Mark Harden, Thomas Martin, Michael Fugate, George
McClure, Phil Freshley, Lawton Davis, Bill Durham, and Danny Johnson
Visitors: John Ford, Stephen Brown, Harold Kilgore, Adam Stell, Matt Gravitt, Shannon Stancil, Glenn
Sofgee, Chuck South, and Lavrne Calvert
Call to Order: Meeting was called to order by Chairman Lawton Davis at 10:34 am.
Introduction of New Members: Each member of the TRC was introduced as well as new member Tim
Thornton. Mr. Thornton will fill the land developer position. He was not able to attend.
Adoption of Minutes: Motion to approve minutes from the 33rd TRC meeting by Mark Harden, second
by George McClure. Motion unanimously passed.
Old Business: Proposed DPH Manual change for repair area requirements, Section B
Thomas Vanderboom read the new proposed language created by the TRC Standards Subcommittee. It
was as follows:
5. System Replacement Area – For lots approved for development prior to April 1, 2008, where special
soil studies, site specific soil permeability data, and engineering design indicate suitability, replacement
area shall be at least equivalent in size to the primary on-site sewage management system absorption
field. This provision does not waive lot sizing requirements as adopted by the local Boards of Health.
Motion to approve by George McClure, second by Mark Harden. The second opened the floor to
discussion.
Thomas Martin voiced concerns about the special study (level 4) language in the Manual. His concern
was that system designers may derive a loading rate from a percolation rate for class I systems without a
special study (level 4) soil report. He was also concerned that some of the class I loading rates charts
were too aggressive. He then asked installer Matt Gravitt to speak.
Matt Gravitt claimed that approximately one half of the failed systems he looks at do not have
appropriately sized repair areas.
George McClure recommended that the developer or site designer should be held accountable in these
cases. He recommended detailed site planning for these smaller lots.
Thomas Martin then asked Shannon Stancill to speak. Shannon spoke about a lot that did not have
sufficient repair area. He believes it is the homeowner that destroys the repair area much of the time.

Georgie McClure replied that this particular circumstance was not a builder issue, but a homeowner issue.
Matt Gravitt provided statistics regarding his own company’s repair installations. He said most of these
repairs were 50% reduced length systems.
Thomas Martin gave the opinion that there are not enough guidelines in the Manual for high intensity soil
reports (level 4’s).
Harold Kilgore asked to speak. He presented OSSMS rules and regulations language from the states of
TN, FL, NC, and SC. He claimed that TN, SC, NC, and AL have less restrictive repair area requirements.
He recommended DPH consider not allowing serial systems and use more LPP systems and engineered
designs. He also recommended more stringent requirements for contractor certification.
Thomas Martin voiced concerns about aggressive loading rates the TRC has approved for some products.
He would like to see site specific measured data.
George McClure questioned how specific repairs were performed.
Mark Harden replied that all repairs must meet the same requirements as new systems in the Manual.
The concept of loading rates was then brought up.
Scott Uhlich advised that 15 years ago, the Soil Scientists could not agree on how to use loading rates.
Scott went on to explain to the Committee why the April 1, 2007 date was in the Manual for prior
approved lots.
Phil Freshley discussed the concept of Long Term Acceptance Rates (LTAR’s)
Thomas Martin read correspondence from an anonymous product manufacturer acknowledging that each
OSSMS site has different conditions for installations and that site specific measured data should be
considered when designing systems. He also stated that counties are not consistently requiring detailed
site plans.
Phil Freshley asked the Committee to consider how much safety factor is needed for smaller lots of
record.
John Ford pointed out some of the differences between state rules in the southeast.
Mike Fugate reminded the Committee North Carolina uses 120 gallons per day per bedroom as their
design flow rate for residential systems.
Thomas Martin then asked his clients (Chuck South and Laverne Calvert) to speak regarding their failing
drip emitter system. Mr. South has a home in Fulton county with a malfunctioning drip emitter system
that was installed in 1994.
Mark Harden reminded the Committee that in 1994, each county was responsible for their own OSSSMS
rules and regulations. He also stated the rules and science has and will continue to advance through the
years. He recommended the TRC launch the Soils Subcommittee first, and then reconsider the repair area
language afterwards.
Phil Freshley requested a peer reviewed document from the Soils Subcommittee.
Thomas Martin asked Scott Uhlich for a deadline for the Soils Subcommittee to work under.

Scott Uhlich requested that the Soils Subcommittee have something by the end of the year.
George McClure made a motion to table the repair area language discussion. Second by Mark Harden.
Motion unanimously passed.
Thomas Vanderboom then reviewed with the TRC the proposed members and goals of the Soils
Subcommittee. He will also serve as the Chairman.
George McClure made a motion to approve the proposed Soils Subcommittee. Second by Scott Uhlich.
Motion unanimously passed.
Scott Uhlich then set a tentative date of late July 2017 for the next TRC meeting. He asked the Soils
Subcommittee have an update of their progress at that time.
Meeting adjourned at 11:56 am.

March 15, 2017

To:

Technical Review Committee Members

From: Scott Uhlich
Re:

33rd TRC Meeting Minutes – Meeting date February 7, 2017

Members present: Scott Uhlich, Don Loggins, Mark Harden, Thomas Martin, Mike Fugate, George
McClure, Mark Risse, Lawton Davis, Nicole Nichols, Jim McClain
Visitors: Thomas Vanderboom, Fred Vengrouski, Bron Bradley, Harold Kilgore, Betty Sleeth
Call to Order: Meeting was called to order by Chairman Lawton Davis at 10:10 am.
Adoption of minutes: Motion to approve minutes from the 32nd meeting by George McClure, second by
Mark Risse. All approved.
Introduction of new members: Scott Uhlich introduced the following new committee members –
Thomas Martin (Engineering), Don Loggins (County Environmentalist), Danny Johnson (Community
Affairs), and Jim McClain (Well Driller). Scott also mentioned members will be reappointed and officers
elected at the July meeting.
New Business: Presby Environmental, Inc. Advanced Enviro‐Septic
Product modification request for the Presby Environmental, Inc. Advanced Enviro‐Septic (AES) was
presented. The modification request is as follows:
1. A reduction in the required amount of AES product per bedroom from 7 pipe units per
bedroom to 5. The hydraulic loading rate for trench/bed sizing will remain the same.
2. Increase the amount of fines (particles passing through a #200 sieve) in the specified
product sand from 2% to 3%.
3. A reduction in the amount of sand on top of the AES product from 6 inches to 3.
Thomas Vanderboom presented the Sub‐Committee’s report on the Presby Environmental AES
proposal. The Sub‐Committee recommended approval for all product modification requests. Thomas
advised all proposed modifications matched the configuration used in the AES NSF 40 test trial.
Mark Harden offered a motion to approve the modifications as stated above, second by Don Loggins.
The motion was approved by all members present.
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New Business: Proposed New Repair Area Language
New language for repair area requirement was presented to the Committee. The proposed new
language was as follows:

On‐Site Sewage Management Systems General Site Provisions (p. B‐1)
4. System Replacement Area – An on‐site sewage management system construction permit shall
be denied unless there exists on the property an unobstructed area suitable for the installation
of an approved replacement system equal in size to the proposed primary system.
Thomas Vanderboom presented the opinions from members of the Sub‐Committee, as well as a
separate opinion memorandum offered by Phil Freshley. Phil was not able to attend the meeting.
Scott Uhlich discussed repair area concepts and the rationale used to develop current requirements.
George McClure clarified that lot sizes were not proposed to change with the new language. He advised
the main concern was for existing lots of record.
Thomas Martin asked Scott Uhlich what the reasonable expectation is for longevity of an on‐site system.
Scott’s estimate was approximately 25‐30 years with proper maintenance. Thomas Martin then
referenced a study by Larry West on the subject of saturated hydraulic conductivity of biomats in
existing on‐site systems. His concern was current loading rates for some approved products exceed the
biomat ksats found in the study. Scott mentioned the study was not conducted on systems producing
class I effluent. Thomas Martin’s concern was the long term performance of smaller systems. He also
voiced concern regarding aggressive application rates of currently approved class I systems (ex. Eljen
and Presby). He advocated the use of ksat data by soil professionals in lieu of estimated or converted
perc rates.
Mark Risse gave the opinion that the proposal would lower the bar of the minimum standards in the
Manual and full sized replacement area should be required.
Thomas Martin asked about adjusting loading rates for individual products. Scott explained how loading
rates were derived for each product in past TRC meetings. Thomas also expressed concern about
aggressive loading rates for some of the approved alternative systems and feels the system owners
could be at risk. George McClure’s response was that this is a separate issue and should not be
considered in the current debate regarding repair area.
Mike Fugate stated that it is hard to quantify a safety factor for margin of error during the site
development process.
Harold Kilgore was called on to speak as a visitor. He offered support of the proposed repair area
language. Harold would like to see DPH look for other alternatives when dealing with existing lots of
record that would include site evaluations and system designs on a case‐by‐case basis.
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Scott Uhlich then offered a compromise that would require site specific data, including high intensity soil
reports (level 4’s) and engineered designs, for sites with less than conventional replacement areas. He
also remarked it is the responsibility of the soil classifier to set the criteria for testing required to
develop an opinion on soil conditions.
Mark Harden commented that conventional system repair area was a safety factor site development.
His concern was site development may adversely affect the repair area. George McClure advised the
local environmentalist should turn down the approval if permit conditions are not followed and the
builders must be held responsible in such situations.
The discussion turned to long term acceptance rates. Both George McClure and Mark Harden (as well as
others on the Committee) supported the idea of using LTAR’s in future additions of the Manual.
Scott Uhlich then made a suggestion to table the repair area proposal.
George McClure reiterated the intent of the proposed repair area language is to address existing lots of
record (existing platted lots) that were approved for development under older lot sizing requirements
that no longer exist.
Scott suggested the Committee consider using language that would allow acceptance of lots platted
prior to the adoption of the new standard.
Nicole Nichols suggested adding a section to the Manual that would specifically deal with approval
conditions for these old lots.
Betty Sleeth was then called on to speak. She said landowners and developers feel the current rule is
arbitrary. She encouraged the Committee to come up with a solution to avoid potential legislative
consequences.
George McClure made a motion to table the repair area proposal, second by Mark Harden. The motion
was approved. It was the consensus of the Committee to send the proposal back to the Sub‐Committee
for further review, with a final proposal to be presented at the next TRC meeting to be held in
approximately 30 days.
In closing, Scott Uhlich mentioned there was a committee created to research the feasibility of
implementing LTAR’s about 10 years ago. He also agreed to have Thomas Vanderboom create a Sub‐
Committee that would look into the application of LTAR’s again.
Motion to adjourn was approved at 11:38 am.
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February 22, 2012
To:

Technical Review Committee members

From: Scott A. Uhlich, Secretary
Re:

Minutes of the 32nd TRC meeting held February 22, 2012.

The 32nd TRC meeting was held on February 28th, 2012 at the Macon Bibb County Health
Department, 171 Emery Highway, Macon, Georgia. Chairman Dr. Davis called the meeting to
order at 1:18 P.M.
Members in Attendance: Dr. Lawton Davis, Bill Fortune P.E., William Durham, Scott Uhlich,
Dr. Mark Risse, and George McClure
Guests: Chris Kumnick, Chris Peterson, Stephen Brown, Jim Free, and Ben Berteau
Order of Business:
1.

Call to Order

2.

Review of minutes from the 31st TRC meeting. Motion to approve made by Bill
Durham, seconded by Mike Fugate. Minutes approved.

3.

New Members: Chris Kumnick stated that Todd Jones is replacing Dewayne Tanner
on the committee in the County EH Manager’s position. Also, the Department is
accepting nominations to fill the Land Developer’s vacancy on the committee. Scott
Uhlich informed the committee of the Department’s intent to re-appoint all of the
existing members. The appointment is for a three year term.

4.

Election of officers: After a brief discussion, George McClure made a motion to
nominate Dr. Davis as Chairman and Phil Freshly as Vice Chairman. Dr. Risse
offered a second. Motion passed unanimously. As required by the Onsite Rules and
Regulations, the Secretary’s position on the committee is held by the State Office
Representative.

5.

Old Business:
Department of Community Health to Department of Public Health: Chris
Kumnick, State Land Use Program Director, detailed the transition for the
Department of Community Health to the Department of Public Health. He
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discussed in detail how this affects the current Department of Human Resources’
Rules and Regulations, as well as the organization structure of the new
department.
Summary of held TRC Standards Committee meetings: Chris Kumnick detailed
the meetings held by the sub-committee since the last full TRC meeting. He
informed the committee that the Infiltrator Quick 4 and ADS’s low profile
chamber systems are still in the sub-committee review process. Also currently
under review, is the experimental request from an ATU manufacturer. The subcommittee felt that the manufacturer needs to meet the NSF Standard 40
requirement.
6.

New Business: Product approvals.
1) Presby Environmental, Inc.: Advanced Enviro Septic Treatment System:
Dave Presby distributed examples of the product and explained its function as a
biosystem (white fabric filter, skimmer tabs and the green fiber mat that traps
solid particles and in bacterial growth). He stated that his product has the NSF
Std 40 approval, and has been used extensively in Canada and Australia. It uses
C33 sand and aids in the aerobic bacterial growth in the system. It exceeds the
current ATU effluent standards. Chris Kumnick, Land Use Program Director,
stated that the subcommittee examined the third party tests, and is proves that the
product meets the Class 1 effluent standard. He further explained that our current
manual does not allow this product to be installed in a bed configuration. A draft
copy of the design manual was distributed with the parts in question highlighted
in gray. Those sections may necessitate manual revisions, but needed further
examination by the sub-committee. The white highlighted sections in the design
manual were approved by the subcommittee. Dr. Davis read the subcommittee’s
motion to approve the contents in the design manual, including the exclusion to
the additional six inch (6”) trench width. It is considered replacement area and is
time dosed. Chris Kumnick stated that the draft design manual will have the gray
sections removed prior to being distributed statewide. Bill Fortune made a
motion to accept the subcommittee’s motion to approve the design manual.
George McClure offered a second. Motion passed unanimously. Dave Presby
discussed placing the sand bed system on a sloping terrain. The density of the
soil would dictate to what degree of slope could accommodate the system.
Section F of the Onsite Sewage Manual has different requirements for types of
systems that can be placed on slopes. Chris Kumnick stated that the
subcommittee thinks that this issues has to be addressed with a manual revision to
mound/area fill systems. George McClure made a motion to defer this issue back
to the subcommittee for further evaluation. Bill Durham offered a second.
Motion passed unanimously.
2) PTI, Inc; MPS-3611
PTI’s 11 pipe configuration is different than the previous configuration in that force if
being applied to force the product in the 36 inch wide trench. PTI, along with the sub-

committee approval, is asking for a 25% sizing reduction. The bundles measure 37”
wide, but will only get allowance for 36”. The committee also examined soil burden
prior to approving the reduction. PTI originally asked for a 27-29% reduction, but settled
for the 25% reduction as recommended by the subcommittee. PTI currently gets as 33%
reduction in Mississippi and South Carolina, and a 40% reduction in Alabama. The
subcommittee motion is to provisionally approve the product design manual until it is
update with the 25% reduction. It currently references a 29% reduction. Dr. Davis read
the subcommittee’s provisional approval motion. Bill Durham offered a second. Motion
passed unanimously.
7.

Motion to adjourn. Meeting adjourned at 2:37 p.m.

August 24, 2010

To:

Technical Review Committee members

From: Scott A. Uhlich, Secretary
Re:

Minutes of the 31st TRC meeting held August 24, 2010.

The 31st TRC meeting was held on August 24th, 2010 at the Macon Bibb County Health
Department, 171 Emery Highway, Macon, Georgia. Chairman Dr. Lawton Davis called the
meeting to order at 10:00 AM.
Members in Attendance: Dr. Lawton Davis, Bill Fortune P.E., Dewayne Tanner, Phil Freshley,
Scott Uhlich, Dr. Mark Risse, Nicole Nichols and Mark Harden.
Guests: Chris Kumnick, Todd Jones, Stan Coppage, Todd Harrell, Vaughn Berkheiser, Jim
Pericaud, Dick Bachelder, Lee Starks, Chris Peterson, Stephen Brown, Jim Free, Ben Berteau,
and Josh Tyson.

Order of Business:
1.

Call to Order

2.

Review of minutes from the 30th TRC meeting. Motion to approve made by Phil
Freshley, seconded by Bill Fortune. Minutes approved.

3.

New Members: After a brief discussion describing Dewayne Tanner’s move and job
change from County Manager to Southwest Health District EH Director it was
decided that he would step down from the TRC and serve the committee on the TRC
Standard sub-committee. Todd Jones was then introduced and appointed to the TRC
committee filling the County EH Manager position left vacant by Dewayne Tanner.
Todd had served the committee for many years as a member of the Standards subcommittee.

4.

Election of officers: After a brief discussion of the duties and frequency of meetings
Scott Uhlich nominated the existing officers for another year of service as officers.
Dr Davis as Chairman, Phil Freshley as Vice Chairman and Scott Uhlich as Secretary.
Scott Uhlich then made a motion that was seconded by Phil Freshley and passed
unanimously.

5.

New Business: Product approvals.
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March 18, 2008
To:

Technical Review Committee members

From: Scott A. Uhlich, Secretary
Re:

Minutes of the 27th TRC meeting held March 17, 2008.

The 27th TRC meeting was held at the DHR Training Center in the Riverside Corporate Center
on Riverside Drive, Macon, GA. on March 17, 2008. Dr. Lawton Davis called the meeting to
order at 10:00 AM.
Members in Attendance: Lawton Davis, M.D., Bill Fortune, P.E., Bill Durham, Phil Freshley,
Mat Harper, Scott Uhlich, Dewayne Tanner, Ernest Earn and Mark Harden.
Guests: Steve Dix, Stan Coppage, Jim Free, Todd Jones, Chris Kumnick, Ben Berteau and
attorney.
Order of Business:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Call to Order
Review of minutes from the 26th TRC meeting. Motion to approve made by Mark
Hardin. Minutes approved.
New Members: Mr. Uhlich informed the committee that Dr. Mark Risse would be
added to the TRC to replace Dr. Larry West. Mr. Uhlich discussed with the
committee members the progress toward finding an engineer for the open engineering
position on the committee. Mr. Uhlich will e-mail the information on the applicants
for review by the committee members.
Old Business:
A. Eljen GSF system: The standards sub-committee report was presented by
Scott Uhlich. Mr. Uhlich discussed the review process concerning the Eljen
Geotextile Sand Filter system. The Eljen GSF system currently is provisionally
approved under Class I effluent standards contained in the Department’s Manual
for On-site Sewage Management Systems. The standards sub-committee held
meetings and conference calls with representatives from Eljen. The standards
sub-committee noted the following features of the Eljen GSF system. The Eljen
GSF system provides a two tiered process utilizing fabric modules surrounded by
an approved coarse sand to achieve effluent quality superior to Class I standards.
Test results submitted by the company involved 3 different application methods:
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timed dosing, demand dosing and gravity flow. Test results indicated each
application method exceeded Class I effluent standards. In addition to product
test results, additional third party research was submitted in support of increased
application rates beyond the current provisional approval.
The sub-committee supports increase loading rates for soil conditions
when the limiting condition is 2 or more feet below trench or bed bottom. The
sub-committee recommends allowing up to a 50% reduction in absorption field
size for absorption rates of 60 minutes per inch or less; and 40% reduction for
slower absorption rates. The committee recommends that no reduction in
absorption field be allowed when the limiting condition is less than 2 feet below
trench or bed bottom. This recommendation is consistent with current
requirements in the Department’s Manual for On-site Sewage Management
Systems.
Due to the passive nature of the system, the sub-committee recommends
requiring assistance as needed three year service policy.
TRC Sub-Committee Recommendations
Eljen GSF Geotextile Sand Filter system

1. The A42 Eljen GSF module is approved to be installed in a four foot (4’) trench. The
application rate for trenches will be used but must be demanded dosed and installed
meeting the bed installation requirements.
2. Eljen GSF system is approved at 2’ separation for a 50% sizing reduction until 60 min/in
PercRate and a 40% after at increased PercRates.
3. Eljen GSF systems are approved for bed installations with demand dosing to a
distribution box. Doses shall be 3.5 gallons or less per module which does not require
timed dosing.
4. Eljen GSF system must offer a three year technical assistance service policy. No
maintenance visits are required.
Steve Dix, representing Eljen, discussed the test results and application methods with the
committee members. Committee members discussed the demand dosing to a distribution
box. The demand dose will release a volume of water based on the number of modules to be
dosed in the absorption field. For serial gravity flow, Mr. Dix explained that the biomat on
the fabric wrapped module would cause wastewater flow through the module to slow and the
excess wastewater will follow the path of least resistance through the solid pipe to the next
module by gravity flow. A motion to approve the sub-committee recommendations for the
Eljen GSF system was made by Mark Hardin. Motion approved.

B. ICC Flowtech System: The standards sub-committee completed review of testing
information submitted by ICC concerning the Flowtech Drainage System. Mr. Uhlich
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discussed the review process. ICC initially requested approval as a “like product”
asserting their Flow Tech system was exactly the same as the Ring Industrial Company
EZflow System. Mr. Uhlich informed ICC that the TRC required specific product testing
information. ICC submitted third party test information for the ICC Flowtech FTS123H1 Drainage System from Uniform Engineering. This information included product
schematics, contact area test results, storage volume test results and load bearing test
results. The company failed to provide sufficient information for the sub-committee to
complete a review on the ICC Flowtech FTS75H-1. FTS94H-1, FTS103H-1 and
FTS142H-1 Drainage Systems. Based on the information submitted for the ICC
Flowtech FTS123H-1 Drainage System, the sub-committee has the following
recommendations.
TRC Sub-Committee Recommendations – ICC Flowtech
1. After review of independent third party test results on contact area impact on trench
bottom and side wall, and review of aggregate storage volume data, the sub-committee
recommends an equivalency factor of .75 for the ICC Flowtech FTS123H-1 Drainage
System.
2. Due to the fact that insufficient information has been submitted, the sub-committee could
not make a recommendation on the FTS75H-1, FTS94H-1, FTS103H-1 and FTS142H1 Drainage System.
No Schematics provided identifying trench bottom and side wall contact area per model.
No volume calculations submitted.

Ben Berteau, Ring Industrial Group, raised a point concerning ICC’s lack of system installation
history in Georgia and surrounding states. He indicated the committee should consider the lack
of field supported data, and limit or control system distribution. He indicated North Carolina
limited the number of system installations to 200. Discussion among committee members
centered on whether the TRC should recommend limiting the number of installations in the state
until verification of product quality in field use is determined. The committee determined
quality control compliance would be addressed at the time of system installation through the
inspection process. Sub-standard product would be denied approval at the time of inspection.
County health departments had the capability of reporting quality control problems to the state
office. If necessary, the state office can address the product approval with the TRC. Motion
was made by Mark Hardin to accept the sub-committee recommendation to approve the ICC
Flowtech FTS123H-1 system at an equivalency factor of .75 and place no state limit on the
number of system installations. Motion approved.
5. New Business:
A. Aquaklear Aerobic Treatment Unit. Mr. Uhlich provided the members with a copy of
a letter of complaint signed by the Chairman of the Boards of Health and the District
Medical Director from the Valdosta Health District. Mr. Uhlich discussed the problems
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Valdosta was experiencing and the state office was having with the company compiling
with the submittal of service reports.
B. USEPA recognition: Mr. Uhlich provided the members with a copy of the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency recognition of The State of Georgia for management
of onsite sewage systems. Mr. Uhlich thanked the members for their contribution to the
DHR program.
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1) EZflow 904HP
Chris Kumnick, Land Use Program Director, presented the application of EZFlow
requesting the 904HP configuration. He stated that the committee had previously
reviewed and approved the 9” product and the only modification that was being
considered was the manufacturer would have 4 bundles all with conveyance pipes
increasing the storage volume. The 9” product is currently approved with 1 bundle
having a conveyance pipe and 3 bundles without. Storage volume was the limiting factor
in the previous approval. Chris Kumnick told the committee that the TRC Standards
Sub-committee recommends accepting the new configuration and that the gravel
equivalence factor earned under the standard merits a 25 % reduction. Ben Berteau from
Infiltrator Systems, Inc said the request was simply following the standard in the rule.
Dick Bachelder, ADS, Inc., asked how the sizing calculations were determined. Ben
Berteau repeated that the previously accepted third party tested contact area and storage
were Berteau used. Dick Bachelder asked if the storage claims were calculated under any
load. Ben Berteau said that they were and the same method was used as the previous
configurations submitted to the committee. Mark Harden made a motion to approve the
EZflow 904HP configuration for use in the State at a 0.75 gravel equivalency factor
including manufacturer and Department installation requirements as proposed. Second
by Phil Freshley and passed unanimously.
2) Infiltrator Systems, Inc. Quick 4 Plus Chambers
Ben Berteau then introduced ISI new Quick 4 Plus Chamber products to the committee.
The new chambers added support “legs” or columns to strengthen the product but more
importantly allowed a low profile chamber to maintain the open bottom area and still
meet H-10 loading. Details of the different products were discussed.
The number of louvers on the Quick 4 Plus chamber were improved by increasing the
number of them. There was also a endcap developed for the LP chamber. The discussion
changed to sizing. Phil Freshley mentioned that as a soil scientist he felt they all should
be a 1:1 with gravel. Ben favored categories. Some of the earned EQ factors had a
decimal point out to the hundredth place. That opened the discussion to rounding to fit a
group or to whole numbers. Mark Hardin quickly brought up the question asking where
rounding would “start or stop” in the standard. The committee agreed that rounding
down to whole numbers or “boxes” helped the builder, installers, and EH staff but the
committee should never round up. ISI was willing to round their EQ Factor for the
standard LP from .97 to 1.0. The EQ36 LP was going to stay at 1.53.
Dick Bachelder questioned what data were used for the new louver configuration for
calculating sidewall area. The previous flow-through study was used because the new
louvers increased open area over previous configurations in the study. Lee Stark asked
about open bottom area and storage calculations. ISI said that third party testing
calculated the open area supporting the reduction. The LP product did require full
ponding, on a serial trench installation, before the step-over to meet the storage
requirement in Georgia. This is new for chamber products in Georgia. Scott Uhlich
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asked about whether the new product met H-10 loading. Ben Berteau said that it had but
that he will send the third party original testing to the Department.
Scott Uhlich then made the motion to provisionally approved with conditions, the
Inflitrator Quick 4 Plus products EQ36LP, Standard LP, Standard, and High Capacity
for use in the State at 1.53, 1.0, 0.75, and 0.65 gravel equivalency factors, respectfully as
proposed. The Manufacture must supply the Department for review and approval 3rd
party H-10 testing and a product design and installation manual for the new products.
The motion was seconded by Phil Freshley and passed 6 to 2 with the descending votes
made because of the rounding the EQ factor wanting to wait until we received a signed
copy of the H-10 testing and a manufacturer’s Install and Design Manual were submitted.
3) Eljen GSF
Stan Coppage asked the committee to consider Eljen’s request to expand their approval to
consider high strength effluent, high peak flows in bed and mounds. Phil freshly said it
was the responsibility of EPD to consider non-domestic strength effluent and large
systems and that Eljen didn’t need a Department product approval for their consideration.
Scott Uhlich brought up the previous discussion for a 2K to 10 K permit with EPD. Mark
Harden suggested that the manufacture submit details and recommendations for design
requirements for these systems. Chris Kumnick said that the Standard Sub-committee and
Department could review a revised Eljen Design and Install Manual and approve it if it
met the current Onsite Manual. The Eljen Guide didn’t need TRC approval if it met the
Onsite Manual criteria. Chris Kumnick suggested a motion to approve Eljen GSF for
non-residential applications having domestic strength wastewater (less that 200 mg/l
CBOD and TSS) and with daily flows up to 10K GPD meeting the Onsite Sewage
Manual’s requirements based on a revised Georgia Eljen Design and Install Guide.
Mark Harden made the motion with Nicole Nichols the second. The motion was passed
unanimously by the committee.
4) Orenco Systems, Inc. AdvanTex AX20N
Todd Harrell of Orenco Systems, Inc requested approval for the AdvanTex AX20N unit
based on 3rd party equivalent testing for NSF 245. Chris Kumnick explained that in the
previous year the committee approved the NSF 245 Standard (50% total Nitrogen
reduction). The approved language for the new GA standard said that either NSF listed or
a equivalent 3rd party testing meeting the 245 standard would be allowed. Orenco
Systems submitted a Pennsylvania State study following and exceeding the protocol in
the NSF 245 Standard. There was a brief discussion about the standard and 50 % of total
N rather than 10 mg/l nitrate requirements of EPD. The 3rd party study was found to be
sufficient and Phil Freshley made a motion to accept the third party testing submitted by
Orenco System, Inc. to be equivalent to NSF Standard 245 protocol and to approve the
AdvanTex AX20N for use in Georgia. The motion was seconded by Mark Harden and
passed unanimously.
6.

Motion to adjourn. Passed unanimously.
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November 23, 2009

To:

Technical Review Committee members

From: Scott A. Uhlich, Secretary
Minutes of the 30th TRC meeting held November 17th, 2009.

Re:

The 30th TRC meeting was held at the November 17, 2009 at the Macon Bibb County Health
Department, 171 Emery Highway, Macon, Georgia. Vice Chairman Phil Freshley` called the
meeting to order at 10:00 AM.
Members in Attendance: Bill Fortune P.E., Dewayne Tanner, Phil Freshley, Scott Uhlich, George
McClure, Dr. Mark Risse, Mike Fugate, P.E., Nicole Nichols and Mark Harden.
Guests: Chris Kumnick, Greg Harless, Jim Pericaud, Dick Bachelder, Lee Starks, Chris Peterson,
Stephen Brown, Jim Free, Ben Berteau, Bobby Barnes, and Josh Tyson.

Order of Business:
1.

Call to Order

2.

Review of minutes from the 29th TRC meeting. Motion to approve made by Dr. Mark
Risse, seconded by Dewayne Tanner. Minutes approved.

3.

Old Business: Plastic Riser Standard. Chris Kumnick, Land Use Program Director,
presented language for adoption into the Department’s Manual for On-site Sewage
Management Systems concerning general requirements applicable to plastic septic tank
risers and lids (See Attached: Appendix A). Mr. Kumnick further explained the
background and purpose for bringing the standard up for adoption. In the previous TRC
meeting, the committee tabled the approval in order to have time to research testing
methodologies for plastic septic risers. None were found and the TRC Standards Subcommittee verified that ASTM and IAPMO material standards listed in the proposed
plastic riser standard were industry consistent and used by other states having similar
regulations. The Standards Sub-committee recommended approval as proposed. There
were no public comments made. Mark Harden made a motion to adopt the Polythylene,
Fiberglass and Polypropylene Septic Tank Risers and Lids Standard for inclusion into
the Department’s Onsite Sewage Management Systems as presented. Mike Fugate
seconded the motion, motion approved unanimously.
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4.

New Business: Product Approvals; ICC Technologies, LLC, Flowtech 9”,12”, 13”, and
14” gravel alternative products. Chris Kumnick presented a summary of the TRC
Standards Sub-committee meeting. ICC and Unifour Engineering have requested a
review and approval of newly proposed product modifications. It was also determined
that there was a mistake in the gravel equivalency calculations used to obtain the
previous provisional approve for this product. The sub-committee requests that the
product be brought back to the TRC for re-approval.
The first modification requested by ICC to their product is to reduce the aggregate’s
specific gravity and apparent density from 1.42 to 1.00 pounds /ft³. Bobby Barnes, P.E
presented new test results which they ask to replace the previously submitted third party
test results. He explained that while reducing bulk apparent density the expansion
characteristics maintain geometry and structural uniformity on the aggregate. The
Flowtech© synthetic aggregate test was preformed by Unifour Engineering & Testing
Laboratories, PC, following ASTM C127-04 “Standard Test Method for Density,
Relative Density and Absorption of Coarse Aggregate”.
Secondly, the manufacturer requests that the TRC accept the results of new testing
which reduces the previously approved contact footprint or open bottom area measured
when the product is loaded. Bobby Barnes explained to the committee that Unifour
Engineering re-created the methodology and procedures used by Ring Industries for the
similar EZflow aggregate approval process. He also noted that the new contact area test
used the modified aggregate with the apparent density of 1.00 pounds per ft³. Results
showed an open bottom area of 88.6% or an effective contact area of 11.4%. ICC agrees
to round up to a 20% contact area similarly agreed to in the EZflow approval by Ring.
Chris Kumnick told the committee that the TRC Standards Sub-committee recommends
accepting these new third party test results and replace those previously submitted. The
sub-committee has re-calculated the gravel equivalency factors for these products (at
applied for configurations) and verified that the previous approved reductions are now
merited. During the public comment period, Ben Berteau, Infiltrator Systems Inc.,
explained that it had taken Ring Industries many years and a lot of work to reduce their
product’s apparent density from 1.7 pounds/ft³ to 1.0 lbs/ ft³. He also cautioned the
committee to take into account the lack of any manufacturing history of ICC in the
septic industry. Mr. Berteau also explained that although ICC presents themselves as the
“same” they have been legally recognized they are “different” and any familiarity that
the committee might have towards the similar EZflow products is not applicable because
this is a different product and is something new for this manufacturer and committee to
review. Bobby Barnes told the committee that technologies have improved over the
years and now allow faster modification than when Ring made their changes to their
aggregate. Dick Batchelder, ADS Inc. informed the committee that ADS would be the
Georgia distributor and they have a history throughout the state with offering quality
products and technical support. Chris Kumnick added that the Flowtech Drainfield
System is just now being introduced around the country and recommends that the TRC
grant a provisional approval and during a one year period instruct our staff to watch for
any possible initial quality issues. Items to look for may include misshaped aggregate, a
"bulleted" product, inconsistent diameters and/or loose fitting netting possible caused

from under fill, etc. His office would ask the local EHS to forward any concerns to the
Department so the committee can consider them during the provisional approval period.
A motion was made by Mark Harden to replace previously submitted tests and accept
the most recent third party testing showing footprint width and open bottom area.
Calculations for gravel equivalency will use a 20% contact area. To provisionally
approve each of the ICC products, Flowtech Drainage System FTS94H-1, FTS123H-1,
FTS133T-1 and FTS142H-1; and Composite Encasement Products FTSG94H-1, FTSG123H1, FTSG133T-1 and FTSG142H-1 with the apparent density of 1.00 pounds per ft³ having the
diameters of 9”, 12”, 13” and 14” with both netting and composite encasements and using 0.85,
0.75, 0.65, and 0.75 gravel equivalency factors, respectfully for one year. Seconded by Mike
Fugate, motion passed unanimously.
5.

Attached:

Motion to adjourn.

Appendix A, Polyethylene, Fiberglass and Polypropylene Septic Tank Risers and Lids Standard

Appendix A:
*The following plastic riser standard was adopted by the Georgia Department of Community Health’s Technical
Review Committee (TRC) on November 17, 2009.

Polyethylene, Fiberglass and Polypropylene Septic Tank Risers and Lids
The following general requirements are applicable to plastic septic tank risers and lids.
1. Materials: Resins and sealants used in the riser manufacturing process shall be capable of effectively resisting
corrosive influences of liquid components of sewage as well as withstanding the physical factors that may affect the
structural integrity of the risers. Materials used shall be formulated to withstand vibration, shock, normal household
chemicals, by-products of sewage digestion, hydrostatic soil pressures.
2. Physical Properties: Risers shall be so constructed that all parts of the riser and lid shall meet the
following requirements:
Polyethylene – Made from HDPE type 3, having density of .941 to .965, in accordance with ASTM D-3350
and ASTM D-1248, Class B with UV stabilizer.
a)

Ultimate Tensile Strength: Minimum - 2,400 PSI when tested in accordance with ASTM D-638, Standard
Method of Test for Tensile Properties of Plastics.
b) Flexural Strength: Minimum - 80,000 PSI when tested in accordance with ASTM D-790, Standard method of
Test for Flexural Properties of Plastics.
c) Equivalent ASTM, CSA, IAPMO, AASHTO or any ANSI certified third party testing may be accepted.
d) One or all of the following assembly stress tests may be accepted: 7.5 inches Hg vacuum with minimal joint
seal deflection; compressive to 2500 lbs. center loading; compressive to 4500 lbs. full assembly and center
loading; compressive to 6000 lbs. uniform loading; compression to deformation at 500 psi @ 3000 lbs. load or
at 1000 psi @ 6000 lbs. load; or ASTM D-1784 tested in accordance with AASHTO M304M.

Fiberglass – Having a minimum 30% fiberglass reinforcing and UV stabilized.
a)

Ultimate Tensile Strength: Minimum -12,000 PSI when tested in accordance with ASTM D- 638, Standard
Method of Test for Tensile Properties of Plastics.
b) Flexural Strength: Minimum -19,000 PSI when tested in accordance with ASTM D-790, Standard Method of
Test for Flexural Properties of Plastics.
c) Flexural Modulus of Elasticity: (Tangent) Minimum -800,000 PSI when tested in accordance with ASTM D790, Standard Method of Test for Flexural Properties of Plastics.
d) Equivalent ASTM, CSA, IAPMO, AASHTO or any ANSI certified third party testing may be accepted.
e) One or all of the following assembly stress tests may be accepted: 7.5 inches Hg vacuum with minimal joint
seal deflection; compressive to 2500 lbs. center loading; compressive to 4500 lbs. full assembly and center
loading; compressive to 6000 lbs. uniform loading; compression to deformation at 500 psi @ 3000 lbs. load or
at 1000 psi @ 6000 lbs. load; or ASTM D-1784 tested in accordance with AASHTO M304M.

Polypropylene – Having a minimum 30% glass filled copolymer and UV stabilized.
a)

Ultimate Tensile Strength: Minimum -13,000 PSI when tested in accordance with ASTM D- 638, Standard
Method of Test for Tensile Properties of Plastics.
b) Flexural Strength: Minimum -16,000 PSI when tested in accordance with ASTM D-790, Standard Method of
Test for Flexural Properties of Plastic.
c) Flexural Modulus of Elasticity: (Tangent) Minimum - 875,000 PSI when tested in accordance with ASTM D790, Standard Method of Test for Flexural Properties of Plastics.
d) Flexural Modulus of Elasticity: (Secant) Minimum -700,000 PSI when tested in accordance with ASTM D790, Standard Method of Test for Flexural Properties of Plastics.
e) Equivalent ASTM, CSA, IAPMO, AASHTO or any ANSI certified third party testing may be accepted.
f) One or all of the following assembly stress tests may be accepted: 7.5 inches Hg vacuum with minimal joint
seal deflection; compressive to 2500 lbs. center loading; compressive to 4500 lbs. full assembly and center

loading; compressive to 6000 lbs. uniform loading; compression to deformation at 500 psi @ 3000 lbs. load or
at 1000 psi @ 6000 lbs. load; or ASTM D-1784 tested in accordance with AASHTO M304M.
3. Plastic Septic Tank Riser Lids shall withstand the following stress testing:

a) 150 lbs. / sq. ft. uniform live load.
b) 1500 pound 10 by 10-inch area center loading in accordance with ASTM C- 890.
4. Attachment to tank: For installation on new concrete tanks, plastic risers must be attached by means of an integrally
(cast in place) molded casting ring. Installation of plastic risers onto existing tanks may be achieved with the use of a
bolt on attachment ring, adhesive mastic, or epoxy adhesive compatible with both plastic and concrete. Risers that are
part of a plastic tank manufacturer’s proprietary integrated tank and riser system may be attached by screw type threads
molded into the tank and riser.
5. Watertight Assembly: Plastic riser lids shall be so constructed as to be watertight. Risers and lids shall be sufficiently
tight when installed to preclude the entrance of surface or ground water into the tank for the designed life of the
assembly. Riser segments and lid attachment must include an o-ring gasket or bead of mastic to seal those joints.
6. Security: Provision shall be made in the construction of plastic septic tank riser lids to prevent unauthorized entry or
removal when the access openings are at or above ground level. Lids shall be fastened to the riser by use of stainless
steel nuts and bolts or other lockout mechanism.
7. Safety: The heavy wedge access opening cover for concrete tanks must be maintained in place in conjunction with
plastic risers; however, where the plastic riser manufacturer provides a safety net placed immediately beneath the riser
lid, the concrete wedge cover may be removed. In addition, plastic riser lids should present a level slip resistant
surface. Smooth domed lids are not recommended.
8. Workmanship: Risers and Lids shall be of uniform thickness and free from defect that may affect their serviceability
or durability.
9. Longevity: Proof from an independent testing laboratory shall be submitted substantiating a minimum life expectance
of twenty years service for the intended use of the risers and lids.

B. J. Walker, Commissioner

July 22, 2009
To:

Technical Review Committee members

From: Scott A. Uhlich, Secretary
Re:

Minutes of the 29th TRC meeting held July 21, 2009.

The 29th TRC meeting was held at the DHR Training Center in the Riverside Corporate Center on
Riverside Drive, Macon, GA. on July 21, 2009. Lawton Davis, M.D. called the meeting to order at
10:00 AM.
Members in Attendance: Lawton Davis, M.D., Bill Durham, Phil Freshley, Scott Uhlich, George
McClure, Dr. Mark Risse, Mike Fugate, P.E., Thomas Bowden, Matt Harper, Nicole Nichols and
Mark Harden.
Guests: Chris Kumnick, Todd Jones, Dick Bachelder, Stan Coppage, Jim Free, Ben Berteau,
Bobby Barnes, Ted Green, Josh Tyson, and Todd Harper, Ewing Barnett.
Participating by conference call: James Bell and member, Dewayne Tanner
Order of Business:
1.

Call to Order

2.

Review of minutes from the 28th TRC meeting. Motion to approve made by George
McClure. Minutes approved.

3.

Election of Officers. Motion to approve Lawton Davis, M.D as Chairman, Phil
Freshley, as Vice-Chairman and Scott Uhlich as Secretary by George McClure. Motion
approved.

4.

Old Business – NSF/ANSI Standard 245. Chris Kumnick, Program Director, presented
language for adoption into the Department’s Manual for On-site Sewage Management
Systems concerning the recognition of nitrogen reduction technologies. The following
was proposed:
Nitrogen Reduction – In areas of the State which have been identified that must
reduce nitrogen in surface and ground water, the Department has adopted
NSF/ANSI Standard 245, or equivalent, to evaluate residential wastewater
Equal Opportunity Employer
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August 13, 2008
To:

Technical Review Committee members

From: Scott A. Uhlich, Secretary
Re:

Minutes of the 28th TRC meeting held August 12, 2008.

The 28th TRC meeting was held at the DHR Training Center in the Riverside Corporate Center
on Riverside Drive, Macon, GA. on August 12, 2008. Scott Uhlich called the meeting to order at
10:00 AM.
Members in Attendance: Bill Fortune, P.E., Bill Durham, Phil Freshley, Scott Uhlich, George
McClure, Dr. Mark Risse, Mike Fugate, P.E., Thomas Bowden, Ernie Earn and Mark Harden.
Guests: Chris Kumnick, Greg Harless, Sharon Steiner, Todd Harper, Judy Fortune, Bron
Bradley and Dewey Conrad.
Order of Business:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

Call to Order
Review of minutes from the 27th TRC meeting. Motion to approve made by Ernie
Earn. Minutes approved.
New Members: Mr. Uhlich introduced the new members, Dr. Risse and Mike Fugate,
P.E., to the committee members.
Standards sub-committee membership: Scott Uhlich recommended the addition of
Dr. Radcliff, UGA professor, to the standards sub-committee. Dr. Radcliff is
conducting a research project on on-site sewage management systems at the UGA
Griffin campus. Dr. Radcliff brings expertise in soil hydraulics and modeling to the
sub-committee. Scott Uhlich requested that Chris Kumnick be added to the standards
sub-committee to replace himself as the department representative.
Recommendations approved. New members, Mike Fugate and Dr. Risse were invited
to participate on the sub-committee.
Election of officers: Motion to nominate Dr. Lawton Davis as Chairperson and Phil
Freshley as Vice-chairperson by George McClure. Scott Uhlich to serve as Secretary
as required by by-laws. Motion approved.
New Business:
National Sanitation Foundation International (NSF) Standard 46: Scott Uhlich
reviewed with the committee members Filter Requirements for Residential Gravity
Flow Septic Tank Systems. The TRC had adopted ANSI/NSF Standard 46 as the
compliance criteria for filter approval in the State. NSF has recently adopted new
ANSI/NSF Standard 46 criteria for residential gravity flow filters. The language
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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contained in the Department’s Manual for On-Site Sewage Management Systems
requires filters to be in compliance with the most current standards. The TRC
members affirmed the requirement that filters approved for use must meet the most
current ANSI/NSF Standard 46.
NSF Standard 245: The National Sanitation foundation recently established
ANSI/NSF Standard 245 which establishes testing criteria for nitrogen reduction
systems. Sharon Steiner, NSF representative, discussed the testing program and
criteria used by NSF. NSF Standard 245 centers on treatment systems of 1500
gallons/day or less reducing nitrogen levels by 50%. Phil Freshley asked about
design built nitrogen reduction systems. Discussion about alternative approved
testing options similar to Aerobic Treatment Systems. Discussion regarding review
of technology greater than 1500 gpd. Committee requested the Department draft
language to incorporate approval of nitrogen reduction technology into the
Department’s Manual.
Old Business:
Scott Uhlich informed the committee of on going maintenance problems associated
with AquaKlear aerobic treatment units. Problems are being identified in the
Valdosta Health District and continue to be evaluated. The committee re-affirmed
that regularly scheduled maintenance of the unit is required to be provided by the
manufacturer for the first three years at no cost to the owner/resident. Failure to
provide the required maintenance will result in suspension of the product approval.
Motion to Adjourn:
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technologies designed for nitrogen reduction. Technologies tested against Standard
245 must either be Standard 40 certified or be evaluated against Standard 40 and
must meet all requirements of Aerobic Treatment Units found in the manual
including but not limited to application standards, operation and maintenance, and
service related obligations.
A pre-treatment system must meet the following effluent concentrations in order to
meet Standard 245:
CBOD -25 mg/l
TSS - 30 mg/l
Total Nitrogen – at least a 50% average of influent TKN
Ph - 6.0 to 9.0
Motion to approve made by Phil Freshley. Motion approved.
5.

New Business:
A. Chris Kumnick presented a summary of the TRC standards sub-committee which
met twice since the previous TCR meeting. The meetings were conducted online using
WebEx, a web conferencing tool.
The first meeting was held on April 30th, 2009 and discussed Infiltrator Systems, Inc.
application to review the SMART ROCK product. The application was latter
withdrawn. A proposed plastic riser standard was also introduced and lastly Mr. Larry
McEver, P.E. spoke to the subcommittee proposing sand lined trenches. The topic
quickly changed to sand filters and was tabled until additional information could be
submitted to the sub-committee for consideration.
The second sub-committee meeting was held May 28th, 2009 and included discussion on
Eljen Corporation request to amend their current product approval; ICC Technologies
proposed modification to their product and completed application for additional
products, and Bio-Microbics, Inc. application to approve the RetroFast models for class
I application in the State.
B. Chris Kumnick explained the background and purpose for bringing the plastic riser
standard to the TRC for adoption. Currently, the Department has plastic risers
provisionally approved. As additional requests for product review are submitted to the
state a standard similar to the concrete riser standard found in the Manual is needed. Dr.
Mark Risse questioned the application of the ASTM material standards or similar, as
appropriate measures to determine suitability or predict performance failure in a riser
application. Public comment from Todd Harper, Tuf-Tite Inc, explained their testing
through IAPMO. There was discussion by the committee members as to the necessity
and purpose of the different plastic materials standards which lead to tabling the
proposed standard until additional information could be brought back to the TRC for
consideration.
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C. Bio-Microbics RetroFast product asked to be approved for use in the state meeting
Class I effluent. Chris Kumnick explained that the product has gone through equivalent
NSF Standard 40 testing under NSF/ETV. However, NSF Standard 40, by definition,
does not include the small flows represented in these models. A motion was made by
George McClure to approve the RetroFast products as requested with an additional
requirement that the RetroFast 0.15, 0.25, and 0.375 models must be installed in
Department approved precast or plastic tanks only. Motion was approved.
D. Eljen Corporation, Inc. requested that their GSF system be approved for commercial
applications. The current approval is for residential application only. Chris Kumnick
stated that there was no testing data supplied by the manufacturer in their request to
support application with high strength effluent. Further more the standards subcommittee was concerned with the systems ability to ensure equal distribution in beds
with large flows. Phil Freshley stated that larger flows may require complications in
design such as pump sizing and may require engineer design. The subcommittee did
approve the proposed Eljen sizing table which uses daily flow per module in low
strength wastewater (having less than 200 mg/l of CBOD and TSS) applications. Scott
Uhlich proposed that the GSF system could be used for commercial flows less than 600
gallons per day. Dr. David Risse asked that the sizing table be corrected so that the
labeling on the table is in compliance with the existing residential tables previously
approved. Phil Freshley made the motion to approve the Eljen GSF system for use in
commercial application for daily flows no more than 600 per day and with wastewater
strength less than 200 mg/l CBOD and TSS. Motion was approved.
E. ICC Technologies, LLC requested approval for their Flowtech 9” 12” 13” and 14”
gravel alternative products. The manufacturer’s request also included a modification to
their previous approved netting encasement. The new encasement includes a nonwoven geotextile fabric. Bobby Barnes explained the results of the product re-test
preformed by Unifour Engineering & Testing Laboratories, PC, the netting/fabric
composite encasement improved the performance of the product. George McClure
asked specifics about the different installation configurations. ICC asked that the 9”
product be allowed for horizontal installation in a 36” trench, the 12” product will be
installed horizontally in a 36” trench as well, the 13” product will be installed in a 30”
trench in a triangular configuration, and the 14” product will be install in a 30” to 36”
trench horizontally. Chris Kumnick stated that the 12” product was previously
provisionally approved but since no product had been installed during the previous year
period that ICC asks that the provisional approval be extended by an additional year.
He said, that because of comments from the previous TRC approval, that the subcommittee also recommends that a one year provisional approval be applied to the other
diameters too. Mr. George McClure made a motion to provisionally approve each of
the Flowtech 9”, 12”, 13”, and 14”products with both the netting and composite
encasements with 0.85, 0.75, 0.65, and 0.75 gravel equivalency factors, respectfully, for
one year. Motion was approved
6.

Other Business: Mr. Ben Burteau spoke to the committee to explain the recent
acquisition of Ring Industrial Group by Infiltrator Systems, Inc. Infiltrator Systems,
Inc. will now distribute and support the EZflow products with the continued local help
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of Mr. Jim Free and Mr. Ewing Barnett. Mr. Ben Burteau will assist the state with any
regulation affairs specific to the products carried by Infiltrator Systems, Inc.
7.

Motion to Adjourn
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March 18, 2008
To:

Technical Review Committee members

From: Scott A. Uhlich, Secretary
Re:

Minutes of the 27th TRC meeting held March 17, 2008.

The 27th TRC meeting was held at the DHR Training Center in the Riverside Corporate Center
on Riverside Drive, Macon, GA. on March 17, 2008. Dr. Lawton Davis called the meeting to
order at 10:00 AM.
Members in Attendance: Lawton Davis, M.D., Bill Fortune, P.E., Bill Durham, Phil Freshley,
Mat Harper, Scott Uhlich, Dewayne Tanner, Ernest Earn and Mark Harden.
Guests: Steve Dix, Stan Coppage, Jim Free, Todd Jones, Chris Kumnick, Ben Berteau and
attorney.
Order of Business:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Call to Order
Review of minutes from the 26th TRC meeting. Motion to approve made by Mark
Hardin. Minutes approved.
New Members: Mr. Uhlich informed the committee that Dr. Mark Risse would be
added to the TRC to replace Dr. Larry West. Mr. Uhlich discussed with the
committee members the progress toward finding an engineer for the open engineering
position on the committee. Mr. Uhlich will e-mail the information on the applicants
for review by the committee members.
Old Business:
A. Eljen GSF system: The standards sub-committee report was presented by
Scott Uhlich. Mr. Uhlich discussed the review process concerning the Eljen
Geotextile Sand Filter system. The Eljen GSF system currently is provisionally
approved under Class I effluent standards contained in the Department’s Manual
for On-site Sewage Management Systems. The standards sub-committee held
meetings and conference calls with representatives from Eljen. The standards
sub-committee noted the following features of the Eljen GSF system. The Eljen
GSF system provides a two tiered process utilizing fabric modules surrounded by
an approved coarse sand to achieve effluent quality superior to Class I standards.
Test results submitted by the company involved 3 different application methods:
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timed dosing, demand dosing and gravity flow. Test results indicated each
application method exceeded Class I effluent standards. In addition to product
test results, additional third party research was submitted in support of increased
application rates beyond the current provisional approval.
The sub-committee supports increase loading rates for soil conditions
when the limiting condition is 2 or more feet below trench or bed bottom. The
sub-committee recommends allowing up to a 50% reduction in absorption field
size for absorption rates of 60 minutes per inch or less; and 40% reduction for
slower absorption rates. The committee recommends that no reduction in
absorption field be allowed when the limiting condition is less than 2 feet below
trench or bed bottom. This recommendation is consistent with current
requirements in the Department’s Manual for On-site Sewage Management
Systems.
Due to the passive nature of the system, the sub-committee recommends
requiring assistance as needed three year service policy.
TRC Sub-Committee Recommendations
Eljen GSF Geotextile Sand Filter system

1. The A42 Eljen GSF module is approved to be installed in a four foot (4’) trench. The
application rate for trenches will be used but must be demanded dosed and installed
meeting the bed installation requirements.
2. Eljen GSF system is approved at 2’ separation for a 50% sizing reduction until 60 min/in
PercRate and a 40% after at increased PercRates.
3. Eljen GSF systems are approved for bed installations with demand dosing to a
distribution box. Doses shall be 3.5 gallons or less per module which does not require
timed dosing.
4. Eljen GSF system must offer a three year technical assistance service policy. No
maintenance visits are required.
Steve Dix, representing Eljen, discussed the test results and application methods with the
committee members. Committee members discussed the demand dosing to a distribution
box. The demand dose will release a volume of water based on the number of modules to be
dosed in the absorption field. For serial gravity flow, Mr. Dix explained that the biomat on
the fabric wrapped module would cause wastewater flow through the module to slow and the
excess wastewater will follow the path of least resistance through the solid pipe to the next
module by gravity flow. A motion to approve the sub-committee recommendations for the
Eljen GSF system was made by Mark Hardin. Motion approved.

B. ICC Flowtech System: The standards sub-committee completed review of testing
information submitted by ICC concerning the Flowtech Drainage System. Mr. Uhlich
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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discussed the review process. ICC initially requested approval as a “like product”
asserting their Flow Tech system was exactly the same as the Ring Industrial Company
EZflow System. Mr. Uhlich informed ICC that the TRC required specific product testing
information. ICC submitted third party test information for the ICC Flowtech FTS123H1 Drainage System from Uniform Engineering. This information included product
schematics, contact area test results, storage volume test results and load bearing test
results. The company failed to provide sufficient information for the sub-committee to
complete a review on the ICC Flowtech FTS75H-1. FTS94H-1, FTS103H-1 and
FTS142H-1 Drainage Systems. Based on the information submitted for the ICC
Flowtech FTS123H-1 Drainage System, the sub-committee has the following
recommendations.
TRC Sub-Committee Recommendations – ICC Flowtech
1. After review of independent third party test results on contact area impact on trench
bottom and side wall, and review of aggregate storage volume data, the sub-committee
recommends an equivalency factor of .75 for the ICC Flowtech FTS123H-1 Drainage
System.
2. Due to the fact that insufficient information has been submitted, the sub-committee could
not make a recommendation on the FTS75H-1, FTS94H-1, FTS103H-1 and FTS142H1 Drainage System.
No Schematics provided identifying trench bottom and side wall contact area per model.
No volume calculations submitted.

Ben Berteau, Ring Industrial Group, raised a point concerning ICC’s lack of system installation
history in Georgia and surrounding states. He indicated the committee should consider the lack
of field supported data, and limit or control system distribution. He indicated North Carolina
limited the number of system installations to 200. Discussion among committee members
centered on whether the TRC should recommend limiting the number of installations in the state
until verification of product quality in field use is determined. The committee determined
quality control compliance would be addressed at the time of system installation through the
inspection process. Sub-standard product would be denied approval at the time of inspection.
County health departments had the capability of reporting quality control problems to the state
office. If necessary, the state office can address the product approval with the TRC. Motion
was made by Mark Hardin to accept the sub-committee recommendation to approve the ICC
Flowtech FTS123H-1 system at an equivalency factor of .75 and place no state limit on the
number of system installations. Motion approved.
5. New Business:
A. Aquaklear Aerobic Treatment Unit. Mr. Uhlich provided the members with a copy of
a letter of complaint signed by the Chairman of the Boards of Health and the District
Medical Director from the Valdosta Health District. Mr. Uhlich discussed the problems
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Valdosta was experiencing and the state office was having with the company compiling
with the submittal of service reports.
B. USEPA recognition: Mr. Uhlich provided the members with a copy of the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency recognition of The State of Georgia for management
of onsite sewage systems. Mr. Uhlich thanked the members for their contribution to the
DHR program.
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July 24, 2007
To:

Technical Review Committee members

From: Scott A. Uhlich, Secretary
Re:

Minutes of the 26th DHR Technical Review Committee meeting

The 26th TRC meeting was held at the DHR Training Center in the Riverside Corporate Center on
Riverside Drive, Macon, GA. on August 21, 2007. Dr. Lawton Davis, Chairman, called the meeting to
order at 10:00 AM.
Members in Attendance: Dr. Lawton Davis, Scott Uhlich, Mark Harden, Bill Fortune, P.E., George
McClure, Phil Freshley, Matt Harper, Rusty Bowdon and Dewayne Tanner.
Guests in Attendance: Todd Jones, Dick Bachelder and Lee Starks
Order of Business:
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

Call to Order.
Review of Minutes from the 25th TRC meeting.
Motion to approve minutes made by George McClure. Minutes unanimously approved.
New Member: Mat Harper was introduced as a new member. Mat is an environmental
planner with the Atlanta Regional Commission. Mat is working with the Metropolitan North
Georgia Water Planning District. Scott Uhlich also mentioned an engineer would be added to
the TRC to replace Larry Chapman. Some members requested that engineering expertise
needed for the committees work be considered by DHR when considering the appointment.
Election of Officers:
A motion was made by George McClure to retain Dr. Lawton Davis as chairperson and Dr.
Larry West as vice-chairperson. Motion unanimously approved. Scott Uhlich will remain as
secretary as required by TRC by-laws.
Standards sub-committee: Scott Uhlich requested the appointment of Todd Jones to the
standards sub-committee. Motion to appoint Todd Jones to the standards sub-committee was
made by Phil Freshley. Motion unanimously approved.
New Business:
ADS ARC24 Chamber: Mr. Dick Bachelder presented a request to the committee regarding
approval of the ARC24 chamber. The discussion centered around 2 issues. First issue
discussed involved the assessment of the ARC 24 sidewall equivalency. Mr. Bachelder
presented information identifying the fact that the ARC 24 chamber has more open sidewall
area than the Infiltrator EQ 26 chamber, recently approved by the TRC. Therefore, the ADS
ARC 24 should be given equivalent sizing as compared to the Infiltrator EQ35 chamber. The
standards sub-committee determined that ADS should test the performance of the side wall
on their product (ARC24) and not utilize performance testing obtained on a competitor’s
product (EQ36).
In addition Mr. Bachelder took issue with the evaluation of sidewall efficiency, which the
standards sub-committee accepted from the Infiltrator Standard Quick4 chamber. Scott
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Uhlich, standards committee member, explained that the sidewall of the Infiltrator Standard
Quick4 was the same louver configuration found on the Infiltrator EQ36 and that the EQ36
provided greater sidewall height and open area. Mr. Uhlich explained that the standards subcommittee concluded that the louvered area of the EQ36 would perform in a manner at least
equivalent to the standard chamber (with less sidewall area). The committee gave no
additional credit to the EQ36, even though the product had greater open sidewall area. Mr.
Bachelder acknowledged the sub-committees conclusions of sidewall performance were
acceptable. Mr. Bachelder wanted the committee to acknowledge the ADS ARC24 chamber
sidewall as equivalent to the Standard Quick4. The committee determined the ADS ARC24
had a similar but different louvered configuration and determined ADS needed test data on
their product’s performance.
Mark Hardin addressed a second issue concerning the ADS ARC24 product regarding
storage volume. The standards sub-committee determined the storage volume of the ARC24
chamber did not meet the standard regarding storage volume. Mr. Bachelder acknowledged
that the ARC24 did not meet the storage volume standard but wanted the TRC to consider the
difference negligible and approve the ARC24 equivalent sizing criteria as compared to the
Infiltrator EQ36 chamber.
The TRC requested that Mr. Bachelder provide additional test data for the ARC24
chamber on the sidewall and storage volume. A motion was made by George McClure to
send the ADS ARC24 chamber back to the standards sub-committee to review additional test
data. Motion approved.
7.

Other Business:
Matt Harper presented information regarding the activities of the
Metropolitan North Georgia Water Planning District and how these activities impact on-site
sewage management systems.

8.

Meeting adjourned at 11:30 AM.
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February 7, 2007
To:

Technical Review Committee members

From: Scott A. Uhlich, Secretary
Re:

Minutes of the 25th DHR Technical Review Committee meeting

The 25th TRC meeting was held at the DHR Training Center in the Riverside Corporate Center on
Riverside Drive, Macon, GA. on February 7, 2007. Dr. Lawton Davis, Chairman, called the meeting to
order at 10:00 AM.
Members in Attendance: Dr. Lawton Davis, Scott Uhlich, Mark Harden, Larry Chapman, P.E., Bill
Fortune, P.E., Ernie Earn, Bill Durham, Rusty Bowdon and Dewayne Tanner.
Guests in Attendance: Greg Harless, Jim Free, Kyle Parish, Rob Roberts and Ewing Barnett.
Order of Business:
1.
2.
3.

Call to Order.
Review of Minutes from the 24th TRC meeting.
Motion to approve minutes made by Ernie Earn. Minutes unanimously approved.
Old Business:
A. Infiltrator Quick4 Equilizer24 and Infiltrator Quick4 Equilizer36 chamber models. Scott
Uhlich presented the standards sub-committee report. The sub-committee has reviewed the
third party information submitted by Infiltrator. The chamber models reviewed are similar to
previous approved Quick4 chamber models. These two chamber models have similar
sidewall properties but are narrower chambers. The committee reviewed the infiltrative
surface area, the storage volume and the structural load test results. The sub-committee
recommends approval of the Quick4 Equilizer24 chamber model with an equivalency factor
of 1.5 and recommends approval of the Quick4 Equilizer36 chamber model with an
equivalency factor of 1.0. Larry Chapman made a motion to approve the Quick4 Equilizer24
and Quick4 Equilizer36 chamber models as recommended by the standards sub-committee.
Motion unanimously approved.
B. Ring Industrial Group EZflow 0705H. Scott Uhlich presented the standards subcommittee report. The sub-committee reviewed the third party information submitted by the
Ring Industrial Group. The EZflow 0705H is similar to previously approved EZflow
systems. The EZflow0705H is a lower profile product with a bundle diameter of 7 inches.
The sub-committee reviewed the infiltrative surface area and volume calculations submitted.
The sub-committee recommends approval of the EZflow 0705H system with an equivalency
factor of 1.15. Ernie Earn made a motion to approve the EZflow 0705H system as
recommended by the standards sub-committee. Motion unanimously approved.
C. The standards sub-committee was requested by the Ring Industrial Group to review the
approval of the 8-inch modified gravel system. Scott Uhlich explained that the 8-inch
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modified system was approved prior to the adoption of rule 290-5-26-.20 Standards for NonConventional On-Site Sewage Management Systems. The sub-committee reviewed the 8inch modified system in accordance with rule 290-5-26-.20 as a non-conventional system.
Based on the infiltrative surface area and the storage volume requirements in rule 290-5-26.20, the sub-committee recommends revising the equivalency factor for the 8-inch modified
gravel system from an equivalency factor of 1.2 to an equivalency factor of 1.5. Motion to
approve the sub-committees recommendation was made by Ernie Earn. Motion unanimously
approved.
4. Other Business: Mr. Uhlich advised the committee that DHR was working with the
Statewide Water Council concerning the Statewide Water Plan. Discussion regarding on-site
sewage systems by this group included the need for long term monitoring and maintenance
planning by local county governments for existing systems. Mr. Uhlich also informed the
committee that the coastal area was becoming concerned about reducing nitrate levels. Mr.
Uhlich advised the committee that they may be asked for recommendations on these issues.
Mr. Uhlich informed the committee about the recommendations from the Senate Septage
Study committee. The study committee report recommends that EPD permit all land
application sites; that the statute be revised to remove the requirement for local county
government approval of land application sites and that DHR strengthen manifesting
requirements for tracking illegal disposal.
5. Next meeting date: To be determined
6. Motion to adjourn
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November 7, 2006
To:

Technical Review Committee members

From: Scott A. Uhlich, Secretary
Re:

Minutes of the 24th DHR Technical Review Committee meeting

The 24th TRC meeting was held at the DHR Training Center in the Riverside Corporate Center on
Riverside Drive, Macon, GA. on November 6, 2006. Dr. Lawton Davis, Chairman, called the meeting to
order at 10:00 AM.
Members in Attendance: Dr. Lawton Davis, Scott Uhlich, Mark Harden, Larry Chapman, P.E., Bill
Fortune, P.E., Phil Freshley, George McClure, Larry West, Ernie Earn and Dewayne Tanner.
Guests in Attendance: Todd Jones, Steve Dix, Stan Coppage, John fortune, Judy fortune, Shawn Fallin,
Trey Tucker, Les Koberg, Mike Fugate, Bron Bradley, Steve Branz, Ted Greene, David Morgan, Truett
Kastner and Jim Free.
Order of Business:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Call to Order.
Review of Minutes from the 23rd TRC meeting.
Motion to approve minutes made by George McClure. Minutes unanimously approved.
Election of Officers: Chairman – Lawton Davis, M.D. Nominated by George McClure.
Unanimously approved. Vice-chairman – Larry West. Nominated by George McClure.
Unanimously approved. Secretary – Scott Uhlich. Established by by-laws.
Old Business:
A. Elgin In-Drain system – Scott Uhlich reported that the standards sub-committee had met
and completed their review of the Elgin Geotextile Sand Filter system. Mr. Uhlich
reported on the standards sub-committee recommendations as follows:
1. Based on effluent testing submitted by the company, the committee
recommends provisional approval as an advanced treatment system
producing a Class I effluent quality. Provisional approval for 1 year
pending completion of NSF Standard 40 testing.
2. The committee recommends using application rates established in the
Departments Manual for On-Site Sewage Management Systems,
Table FT-7, for Class I effluent.
a. Utilize trench application rates with modules spaced 7 foot
on center.
b. Utilize bed application rates with modules spaced less than 7
foot on center.
c. The committee recommends that the current guidelines for
domestic wastewater application for absorption fields designed
for Class I effluent, including time dosing and equal distribution
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required on bed absorption field designs, be applied as
established in the Departments Manual for On-Site Sewage
Management Systems.

Steve Dix, representing Elgin, provide additional information to the
committee regarding the product. Mr. Dix reviewed the product with the
committee explaining how the product functions. The system utilizes a series
of channels in each module to facilitate treatment and distribution. Mr. Dix
explained how the system provides treatment of the wastewater through the
product panels and through a sand fill prior to discharge to the native soil.
Mr. Dix proposed using trench application rates in a bed configuration. Mr.
Dix presented information on Wisconsin mound system effluent sampling in
support of his request. Stan Coppage illustrated how the effluent is applied
to the sand media.
The committee discussed concerns regarding equal distribution of the
effluent. The absorption field system is loaded at one end with effluent and
not uniformly to each module. Mr. Dix proposed utilization of a distribution
box to assist with equal distribution.
Larry Chapman made a motion to send the approval request back to the subcommittee to consider new information. Motion seconded. Committee
discussed current application rates and pressure distribution requirements as
applicable to this product.
George McClure made a substitute motion to grant provisional approval for
one year based on the sub-committee recommendations. Motion
unanimously approved.

5. New Business: Todd Jones presented information regarding proposed changes in the
Department’s Manual for On-Site Sewage Management Systems regarding Aerobic
Treatment Units (ATU).
a. The Department proposes requiring a “trash tank” be utilized prior to an ATU. The
size of the trash tank to be equivalent to the 24 hour wastewater flow from the facility
served. Any ATU tested using ANSI/NSF Standard 40 may be excluded from this
requirement if the ATU has a trash compartment as part of their NSF approval.
b. Submission of maintenance reports. The following to be added into the manual “ the
NSF Onsite Monitoring Program or equivalent, accessible by the Department,
District, county and homeowner, may be used in lieu of the maintenance reporting
requirements if such reporting system includes the information required by the
Department.”
c. Contractor Service Provider: Any contractor installing or performing work on an
Advanced Treatment System (ATS) must be provided with a certification or card that
demonstrates their completion of the manufacturer certification program. All
Advanced Treatment System manufacturers must submit a listing of their certified
installers and service providers with their annual maintenance reports. Any additions
or deletions to this list must be submitted to the Department and county.

Dewayne Tanner made a motion to approve the recommendations as presented. Motion
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unanimously approved. Proposed implementation date of January 1, 2007.
6. Other Business: Mr. Uhlich indicated to the committee three members will need to be
replaced.
7. Next meeting date: To be determined
8. Motion to adjourn
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June 20, 2006
To:

Technical Review Committee members

From: Scott A. Uhlich, Secretary
Re:

Minutes of the 23rd DHR Technical Review Committee meeting

The 23rd TRC meeting was held at the DHR Training Center in the Riverside Corporate Center on
Riverside Drive, Macon, GA. on June 19, 2006. Dr. Lawton Davis, Chairman, called the meeting to order
at 10:00 AM.
Members in Attendance: Dr. Lawton Davis, Scott Uhlich, Mark Harden, Larry Chapman, P.E., Bill
Fortune, P.E. and Dewayne Tanner.
Guests in Attendance: Ben Berteau, Kyle Paris, Ewing Barnett, Stephen Brown, Todd Jones, Steve Dix,
and Stan Coppage.
Order of Business:
1.
2.
3.

Call to Order.
Review of Minutes from the 22nd TRC meeting.
Motion to approve minutes made by Mark Harden. Minutes unanimously approved.
New Business:
a. Ring Industrial Group EZ1303T – Scott Uhlich informed the committee that
due to installation problems, the trench width for installing the EZ1303T
product was revised from a 36 inch trench width to a 30 inch trench width.
This change was necessary so the trench sidewall could support the product so
the product would remain in a triangle configuration. This change did not
affect the equivalency factor approved for the product. The standards subcommittee reviewed and approved the revision.
b. Ring Industrial Group EZ1402H – Ben Berteau reviewed with the committee
the third party data and calculations provided to the committee for review. The
Standards sub-committee was provided the information by e-mail and then
polled. Four (4) sub-committee members responded with all recommending
approval of the EZ1402H with a 25% reduction or .75 equivalency factor.
Mark Harden asked about the trench width of 36 inches with the product only
being 29” wide. Ben Berteau stated that installation instructions would require
one side to be backfilled first so the 2 bundles would be pressed against the
opposing trench sidewall and held in place. Dewayne Tanner asked about the
type of backfill. Ben Berteau stated that clean native soil excavated from the
trench would be suitable backfill. Larry Chapman made a motion to approve
the EZ1402H with a .75 equivalency factor. Motion unanimously approved.
c. Elgin In-Drain system – Scott Uhlich stated that the standards sub-committee
was currently reviewing the Elgin system. This product is a unique system that
is not installed in a typical trench type configuration. The product has been
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installed in a limited area of the state as an experimental system. These
installations were in problem soils. District and county environmental staff
have reported the system has performed very well in these situations. Steve
Dix, representing Elgin, provide additional written materials to the committee
regarding the product. Mr. Dix reviewed this material with the committee
explaining how the product functions. The system has been utilized primary in
the northeastern states where the company is located. Mr. Dix explained how
the system provides treatment of the wastewater through the product panels and
through a sand fill prior to discharge to the native soil. The committee
determined an installation manual developed for Georgia was needed before
the committee could render a decision regarding product approval.
4.

5.
6.

Other Business: None
Next meeting date: To be determined
Motion to adjourn
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April 25, 2006
To:

Technical Review Committee members

From: Scott A. Uhlich, Secretary
Re:

Minutes of the 22nd DHR Technical Review Committee meeting

The 22nd TRC meeting was held at the DHR Training Center in the Riverside Corporate Center on
Riverside Drive, Macon, GA. on April 21, 2006. Dr. Lawton Davis, Chairman, called the meeting to
order at 10:00 AM.
Members in Attendance: Dr. Lawton Davis, Dr. Daryl Rowe, Scott Uhlich, Mark Hardin, Phil Freshly,
and Larry Chapman, P.E.
Guests in Attendance: Marc Maroschak, Doug Everson, Gregory Herbert, Dr. Kevin Sherman, Scott
Thomson, Mike Maroschak, Rocky Rocco, Chris Peterson, Jim Free, Kyle Paris, Ewing Barnett, Stephen
Brown, Bettie Sleeth, Charles Schaffer, Carl Thompson and Todd Jones.
Order of Business:
1.
2.
3.

Call to Order.
Review of Minutes from the 21st TRC meeting.
Motion to approve minutes made by Mark Hardin. Minutes unanimously approved.
Old Business:
a. Plastic Tubing Industries, Inc. – Mr. Everson handed out additional
information on the multi-pipe system. Dr. Sherman went over this information
in a PowerPoint presentation. The multi-pipe system was installed in 2
locations in Georgia under Dr. Sherman’s direction. A 36 inch wide trench
was dug and the trench bottom chalked. A 10 foot section of the multi-pipe
system was installed and covered with 2 feet of soil cover with a backhoe like a
typical installation. The range of pipe contact for each pipe ranged from ¾ to
1.5 inches. The predominate amount of contact per pipe was 1.5 inches. Dr.
Sherman used 1.5 inches of contact area per pipe in his calculations
determining effective trench bottom area. Dr, Sherman discussed the MPS 1312, a new configuration, with the addition of an additional pipe on top to
increase the product height to approximately 13 inches. Dr. Sherman reviewed
his calculations including the 1.5 inch contact area/pipe and an increase in
equivalent sidewall height. His calculations include a trench bottom width of
37 inches. Dr. Sherman went through the same calculations for the MPS-11-12,
MPS-12-12 and MPS-9-12. Dr. Sherman also discussed calculations related to
the MPS-13-36, new configuration, with an increase in bottom width (37”)
with an addition of one pipe to the bottom and 5 pipes on top, with 1.5” contact
area/pipe.
Scott Uhlich suggested the committee address the soil contact issue. The new
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field test results reported by Dr. Sherman reduce the soil contact area per pipe
from 2 inches to 1.5 inches. Mark Hardin suggested the committee review the
MPS-13, MPS-11 and MPS-9 related to the change in contact area per pipe.
Dr. Sherman reviewed soil contact pictures taken at the field test with the
committee members. The committee members discussed the method of
installation, soil cover and field test results.
Scott Uhlich asked Dr. Sherman if the companies request for the MPS-13,
MPS-11 and MPS-9 were based on calculations with the only change being the
reduction of pipe contact area from 2 inches (as originally calculated) to 1.5
inches based on the new field tests. Dr. Sherman indicated the new
calculations were based on a contact area of 1.5 inches/pipe on the trench
bottom.
A motion was made by Dr. Rowe to accept the trench bottom pipe contact area
/ pipe at 1.5 inches as presented by Dr. Sherman. Motion unanimously
approved.
Scott Uhlich made a motion to approve the MPS-13 to a 25% reduction or .75
equivalency factor, MPS-11 to a 10% reduction or .9 equivalency factor and
the MPS-9 to a 12% increase or 1.12 equivalency factor. Motion unanimously
approved.
The committee began discussion of the new products being presented. Mark
Hardin made note of the product width of 37 inches being used in calculations
for trench bottom area. Mr. Hardin stated that the maximum trench width
allowed by regulation is 36 inches. Mr. Everson asked where this was located
in the regulations. Mr. Uhlich stated the regulation is found in the Departments
Manual for On-Site sewage Management Systems in Section F. Mr. Hardin
read the regulation to the committee from the manual. The committee agreed
the trench bottom width shall be calculated based on a 36 inch trench width.
Scott Uhlich asked Dr. Sherman about the benefit associated with the addition
of a single pipe in the middle of the 36 inch wide trench. The company’s
rational is this additional pipe will increase the effective sidewall area of the
product. Mr. Uhlich questioned if the wastewater would move laterally over
14 inches to reach the undisturbed sidewall of the trench. Phil Freshly, soil
scientist, discussed the problem with disturbed fill material surrounding this
additional pipe on top. Mr. Uhlich asked Mr. Everson if the company
considered addition of a complete row of pipes across the top to intersect with
the undisturbed sidewall. Company did indicate they had considered the
option but rejected it as cost prohibited. The consensus of the committee
members was that the addition of a single pipe on top did not increase the
sidewall efficiency of the product.
Mr. Everson asked the committee to focus on the new MPS-13-36 product.
The company moved one pipe from the top row to the bottom row to increase
the overall trench bottom infiltrative area. The committee again noted the
calculations included a trench width of 37 inches. The committee members
discussed the placement of the loose pipes on the ends. The company
demonstrated that there were two 5 pipe void bundles banded together to
provide structural support and to keep the product aligned. The loose pipes
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place on each end would be held in place by the trench wall and banded
bundles. A distribution pipe would be placed on top between the two 5 pipe
bundles. The committee discussed the placement of the outside bottom pipe,
its elevation, contact with the soil and relationship to trench bottom
calculations. The committee determined the trench bottom area would be
based on 8 bottom pipes in contact with the trench bottom area. The committee
reviewed calculations based on a 36 inch trench bottom width, an 8.6 inch
product height and a pipe contact area of 1.5 inches per pipe on the trench
bottom.
Mr. Chapman made a motion to approve the MPS-13-36 at a 35% reduction.
Motion died for lack of second.
Scott Uhlich made a motion to approve the MPS-13-36 at a 33% reduction or
.67 equivalency factor contingent on the company submitting installation
guidelines to the Department. Motion unanimously approved.
4.

5.
6.

Other Business: None
Next meeting date: To be determined
Motion to adjourn
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March 28, 2006
To:

Technical Review Committee members

From: Scott A. Uhlich, Secretary
Re:

Minutes of the 21st DHR Technical Review Committee meeting

The 21st TRC meeting was held at the DHR Training Center in the Riverside Corporate Center on
Riverside Drive, Macon, GA. on March 27, 2006. Dr. Daryl Rowe, Vice- Chairman, called the meeting
to order at 10:00 AM.
Members in Attendance: Daryl Rowe., Scott Uhlich, Mark Hardin, George McClure, Bill Fortune, P.E.,
Phil Freshly, Bill Durham, Dewayne Tanner, Larry Chapman, P.E., Ernest Earn, and Dr. Larry West.
Guests in Attendance: Marc Maroschak, Doug Everson, Gregory Herbert, Dr. Kevin Sherman, Scott
Thomson, Mike Maroschak, Chris Peterson, Mark Hardin, Jim Free, Kyle Paris, Ben Berteau, Ewing
Barnett, Stephen Brown, Bettie Sleeth and Todd Jones.
Order of Business:
1.
2.
3.

Call to Order.
Review of Minutes from the 20th TRC meeting.
Motion to approve minutes made by Dewayne Tanner. Minutes unanimously approved.
Old Business:
a. Plastic Tubing Industries, Inc. – Doug Everson discussed the previous meeting and the
questions that were raised concerning sizing in Florida, fabric placement and wicking, and
effluent distribution through the pipe. Mr. Everson indicated Scott Thomson, Chris
Peterson and Dr. Sherman would be presenting information to the committee.
Scott Thomson presented information on the Florida product approval which does not
provide for linear reduction. Florida requires the same linear length for the 13-pipe
system, 11-pipe system and 9-pipe system. Florida does provide for foot print reduction
of 33% for the 9-pipe system in a 2 foot trench configuration and approximately a 36%
foot print reduction in a bed configuration. Scott Thomson discussed the proper fabric
placement with a 4 foot wide geotextile fabric with the 13-pipe system. Since the fabric is
between the pipe and soil, the company indicated that fabric wicking occurs. The
distribution of effluent through the distribution pipe was discussed. The pipe has two
holes with a 60 degree offset on the bottom. The corrugations in the pipe serve as a dam
to allow suspended solids to separate out. The placement of the holes to the side allows
better distribution than a pipe with holes directly on the bottom. Bill Durham asked if the
company was stating that an equal amount of water flows out each hole throughout the
system. Mr. Thompson indicated the pipe provided better distribution than a pipe with a
hole directly in the bottom but not equal distribution. Mr. Thompson provided a list of
failures in Florida during the 2004 year for all on-site sewage systems installed.
Committee asked for a failure rate evaluation on the MPS system. The company did not
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submit failure rate data.
Mark Hardin illustrated that in Florida the linear length of the 13-pipe, 11-pipe and 9-pipe
systems was 100 feet as compared to 100 linear feet of gravel. The sub-committee’s
recommendation for sizing in Georgia is as follows:
13-pipe system is 80 linear feet as compared to 100 linear feet of gravel, which is better
than Florida’s rating.
11-pipe system is 100 linear feet as compared to 100 linear feet of gravel, which is the
same as Florida’s rating.
9-pipe system is 120 linear feet as compared to 100 linear feet of gravel, which is an
increase as compared to Florida’s rating.
Mr. Uhlich pointed out that the sub-committees recommendation provided both the 11pipe and 9-pipe systems with a reduction in trench bottom area because the 11 and 9 pipe
systems are narrower than the 36 inch wide conventional system in Georgia.
Chris Peterson presented information on the sidewall area of the MPS system. The
evaluation was conducted in Orange County, Florida in a fine sandy soil. Dr. Sherman,
third party evaluator, was not present. The company installed a 10 foot section of
product, placed fabric and hand back filled with 6 to 7 inches of soil. Committee
questioned the method of installation as not being representative of a typical installation
in Georgia (hand backfilling and minimal amount of soil cover). Mr. Peterson indicated
that the sidewall of the product circumference as measured on an angle is 10 inches. The
sub-committee analysis was based on an 8.5 inch product height. The committee
explained that the vertical plane of the undisturbed trench sidewall infiltrative surface area
was the basis for the sidewall evaluation. Mr. Everson stated this presentation was for
information only and that company understood that the evaluation did not meet the third
party requirement since Dr. Sherman did not conduct the evaluation.
Dr. Sherman presented information on the product evaluation he conducted. Dr. Sherman
stated he received the equations from the sub-committees analysis. Dr. Sherman stated
that it was a rational method for making sense of something very complicated. He
reviewed with the committee the sub-committees analysis of the 9-pipe system based on
the adopted standards. Mr. Sherman presented information on a field test conducted in
Moultrie, Georgia in a Tifton soil (sandy clay). Dr. Sherman agreed with the committee
that over time the sidewall of the product would be in complete contact with the soil
without void spaces. Mr. Peterson had indicated that the placement of the fabric over the
product would hold the soil off the product in areas creating void spaces along the
sidewall. System installation was hand backfilled with 7 inches of soil. The contact area
of the individual pipe on the trench bottom was measured in the range of ¾ inch to 1.5
inches. Based on these measurements, Dr. Sherman used a 1 inch contact area for each
pipe in his calculations. Based on the circumference of the pipe along the sidewall, the
sidewall is calculated as 1.04sq.ft./ft. The committee questioned the installation method
of hand backfilling. Typical installation is with a backhoe dumping soil on the product.
Typical installations in the majority of the state have soil cover of 2 feet or more. Mr.
Uhlich and Mr. Freshley explained that the sidewall is evaluated based on the undisturbed
vertical plane of the trench sidewall not the circumference of the product or product
angle. Mr. Uhlich indicated that on two previous submittals by the company, two
previous engineers determined the contact area to be 2 inches for each pipe.
Mr. Everson indicated that the company went to the 2 hole pipe to achieve better
distribution of the effluent. The presence of the geotextile fabric allows the water exiting
the holes to be wicked to the soil surface. Mr. Everson stated the company was a small
business. Mr. Greg Herbert, PTI attorney, stated that PTI had less than 100 employees
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and should be given consideration as a small business. Mr. McClure questioned Mr.
Herbert about the company’s gross product sales as being a condition for consideration as
a small business. Mr. Herbert did not know and the owner would not provide the
information. Mr. McClure stated he believed the committee also has to consider the
health, safety and welfare of the citizens of Georgia. Mr. Hardin asked Mr. Herbert if he
was asking the committee to evaluate their product based on a different set of standards.
Mr. Herbert stated he could not answer that question but his position was the committee
had to take into consideration his clients status as a small business. Mr. Uhlich stated that
the Department had delayed implementation of the rule for one year to mitigate the
economic impact on small business. The Technical Review Committee has allowed each
company to submit third party data, data from other states and other performance data to
support their request.
Mr. Everson requested approval for the PTI MPS 13-pipe at a 35% reduction, the MPS
11-pipe at a 28% and the MPS 9-pipe at a 12% reduction.
Mr. Earn made a motion to have the sub-committee re-evaluate based on the information
presented today. No second.
Mr. McClure asked about trench bottom area reduction verses linear length reduction.
Mr. Uhlich stated that the PTI products were getting a trench bottom reduction because
they were narrower than the 36 wide conventional gravel system. Mr. Hardin stated that
the company wanted a reduction equivalent to taller and wider products. In addition they
were asking for a reduction greater than that granted in Florida for the 13-pipe system.
The company also wanted the bottom contact area to be evaluated based on 1 inch instead
of two inches but the 1 inch evaluation was conducted with minimal soil cover and hand
covered. Typical installation is with a backhoe.
Mr. Sherman asked if the committee had considered the holes and slots. Mr. Uhlich
indicated that the sub-committee had considered the fact that holes and slots were present
in the contact surface area of the pipe. If the holes and slots were not present, the contact
area would have been subtracted from the overall infiltrative surface area. The subcommittee gave the contact area 50% credit in calculating the effective infiltrative surface
area due to the presence of holes and slots.
Mr. Hardin made a motion to accept the standards sub-committee recommendation with
the provision that PTI could submit additional data for re-consideration at a later date.
MPS 13-pipe system – 20% reduction or .8 equivalency factor
MPS 11-pipe system – no reduction or 1.0 equivalency factor
MPS 9-pipe system – 20% additional length or 1.2 equivalency factor.
Motion seconded.
Mr. Everson asked under what load the other products were evaluated. Mr. Uhlich stated
that EZflow had submitted load data with a range up to 4 feet of soil cover. The subcommittee evaluated those products contact area under a load equivalent to 2 foot of soil
cover.
Mr. Freshley asked Mr. Everson if the product could be reconfigured in a manner that
would provide additional reduction under the current standard. Mr. Everson stated their
product has a fabric cover the other products do not have and the committee should
consider the sidewall area equivalent due to the wicking of the fabric. The committee
discussed problems in the state with fabric wrap products. Previous fabric wrap products
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installed in the southern have of the state had problems with the fabric clogging which
caused the systems to fail prematurely. Dr. Sherman indicated that this type fabric was
different. Mr. Uhlich asked Dr. Sherman if he had evaluated the fabric for clogging in
Florida. Dr. Sherman indicated he had not because Florida does not consider sidewall
area in their evaluation.
Mr. Tanner called the question to be moved.
Mr. Hardin re-stated his motion that the sub-committee recommendation be approved
with a provision for re-evaluation should the company provide additional data. Mr.
McClure indicated this was mitigation to them as a small business, allowing them another
opportunity to present additional data.
Motion approved.
Mr. Everson requested another opportunity to meet with the committee prior to the April
27th implementation date.
Mr. McClure requested that the committee be provided a transcript of the meeting being
recorded by PTI. Mr. Herbert stated he would provide the transcript.
4.

5.
6.

Other Business: None
Next meeting date: The next meeting date for the TRC will be April 21, 2006.
Motion to adjourn
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February 28, 2006
To:

Technical Review Committee members

From: Scott A. Uhlich, Secretary
Minutes of the 20th DHR Technical Review Committee meeting

Re:

The 20th TRC meeting was held at the DHR Training Center in the Riverside Corporate Center on
Riverside Drive, Macon, GA. on February 28, 2006. Dr. Lawton Davis, M.D., Chairman, called the
meeting to order at 10:00 AM.
Members in Attendance: Lawton Davis, M.D., Scott Uhlich, Stan Coppage, George McClure, Bill
Fortune, P.E., Phil Freshly, Bill Durham, Dewayne Tanner, Larry Chapman, P.E., Ernest Earn, Rusty
Bowden and Dr. Larry West.
Guests in Attendance: Mark Maroschak, Chris Peterson, Doug Everson, Gregory Herbert, Dr. Kevin
Sherman, Scott Thomson, Mike Maroschak, Mark Hardin, Jim Free, Carl Thompson, Mark Fricke, Bron
Bradley, Kyle Paris, Al Schnitkey, Ben Berteau, Ewing Barnett, Stephen Brown, Lee Starks, Mike
Fugate, Ted Greene, David Moore, Tyler Newman and Todd Jones.
Order of Business:
1.
2.
3.

Call to Order.
Review of Minutes from the 19th TRC meeting.
Motion to approve minutes made by Ernie Earn. Minutes unanimously approved.
Old Business:
a. Standards Sub-committee Report: Larry Chapman, chairman, asked Scott Uhlich to
present the sub-committee report. Scott Uhlich, secretary, stated the standards subcommittee met 4 times over the previous six months. Meetings were held with the Ring
Industrial Group, Infiltrator Chamber Systems, Inc., Advanced Drainage Systems and
Plastic Tubing Industries, Inc. The sub-committee discussed the standard with each
company and its application to each product. The committee reviewed and evaluated the
independent third party test data submitted by each manufacturer. The sub-committee is
prepared to make recommendations for consideration by the full committee. These
recommendations were provided to each committee member in a handout. Mr. Uhlich
suggested the TRC hear from each manufacturer.
b. Lee Starks representing Advanced Drainage Systems requested approval, based on the
adopted standard, for the following chamber systems.
ARC36 chamber at a 25% reduction
ARC36HC (High Capacity) chamber at a 35% reduction
BioDiffuser 11-inch Standard chamber at a 25% reduction
BioDiffuser 14 inch High Capacity chamber at a 35% reduction
BioDiffuser 16 inch High Capacity chamber at a 35% reduction
Hancor Standard EnviroChamber at a 25% reduction
Hancor High Capacity SF EnviroChamber at a 35% reduction
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Hancor High Capacity SW EnviroChamber at a 35% reduction
Scott Uhlich stated the sub-committee had evaluated the information submitted by
Advanced Drainage Systems and based on this evaluation was recommending approval
with the following reductions and equivalency factors.
ARC 36 chamber – 25% reduction or .75 equivalency factor
ARC 36 HC chamber – 35% reduction or .65 equivalency factor
BioDiffuser 11 inch Standard chamber – 25% reduction or .75 equivalency factor
BioDiffuser 14 inch High Capacity chamber – 35% reduction or .65 equivalency factor
BioDiffuser 16 inch High Capacity chamber – 35% reduction or .65 equivalency factor
Hancor Standard EnviroChamber – 25% reduction or .65 equivalency factor
Hancor High Capacity SF Envirochamber – 35% reduction or .65 equivalency factor
Hancor High Capacity SW EnviroChamber -35% reduction or .65 equivalency factor
George McClure made a motion to approve the chamber systems as recommended by the
standards sub-committee. Motion approved.
c.

Carl Thompson, representing Infiltrator Chamber Systems, Inc., requested approval, based
on the adopted standards, for the following chamber systems.
Quick4 Standard chamber at a 25% reduction
Quick4 W Standard chamber at a 25% reduction
Quick4 High Capacity chamber at a 35% reduction
Infiltrator High Capacity chamber at a 35% reduction
Infiltrator High Capacity Sidewinder chamber at a 35% reduction
Scott Uhlich, secretary, stated the sub-committee had evaluated the information submitted
by Infiltrator on the Quick4, Quick4 W and Quick4 High Capacity chambers. Based on
this evaluation, the sub-committee was recommending approval with the following
reductions and equivalency factors.
Quick4 Standard chamber – 25% reduction or .75 equivalency factor
Quick4 W Standard chamber – 25% reduction or .75 equivalency factor
Quick4 High Capacity chamber – 35% reduction or .65 equivalency factor
Mr. Uhlich indicated that the information submitted by Infiltrator for the provisionally
approved Infiltrator High Capacity chamber and Infiltrator High Capacity Sidewinder
chamber had been reviewed by the sub-committee and TRC during previous meetings.
Based on previous evaluations of this information, Mr. Uhlich recommended approval
with the following reductions and equivalency factors.
Infiltrator High Capacity chamber – 35% reduction or .65 equivalency factor
Infiltrator high Capacity sidewinder chamber – 35% reduction or .65 equivalency factor
George McClure made a motion to approve the chamber systems as recommended by the
standards sub-committee and Mr. Uhlich. Motion approved

d.

Ben Berteau, representing the Ring Industrial Group, requested approval, based on the
adopted standards, for the following EZflow systems.
EZ0904-H at a 15% reduction
EZ1203-H at a 25% reduction
EZ1303-T at a 35% reduction
Scott Uhlich, secretary, stated that the sub-committee had evaluated the information
submitted by Ring Industrial Group on the EZflow systems. The committee reviewed the
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contact area of the individual bundles as well as the contact area of the aggregate. Based
on this evaluation, the sub-committee was recommending approval with the following
reductions and equivalency factors.
EZ0904-H – 16% reduction or .84 equivalency factor
EZ1203-H – 25% reduction or .75 equivalency factor
EZ1303-T – 35% reduction or .65 equivalency factor.
Mr. Uhlich indicated the sub-committee did not object to changing the recommendation
on the EZ0904-H to a 15% reduction or .85 equivalency factor as requested by the
company.
George McClure made a motion to approve the EZ0904-H, EZ1203-H and EZ1303-T as
recommended by the standards sub-committee. Motion approved.
e.

Doug Everson, representing Plastic Tubing Industries, addressed the committee. Mr.
Everson stated that PTI was a small company out of Orlando, Florida and do not have
millions of dollars to conduct research. Mr. Everson indicated Dr. Kevin Sherman would
be making a presentation to the committee to explain the company’s position. Mr.
Everson handed out some additional information, just obtained, regarding the geo-textile
fabric covering the multi-pipe bundles. Mr. Everson described the multi-pipe system
containing bundles of void pipes and presented a sample to the committee. Mr. Everson
requested approval, based on the adopted standard, for the following Multi-Pipe System
(MPS). Mr. Everson stated that based on the information submitted, the MPS was
entitled to the following reductions.
MPS 13-pipe 44% reduction on infiltrative surface area, MPS 13-pipe at a 39 reduction
based on storage volume.
MPS 11-pipe at 36% reduction based on infiltrative surface area, MPS 11-pipe at a 28%
reduction based on storage volume
MPS 9-pipe at a 22% reduction based on infiltrative surface area, MPS 9-pipe at a 13%
reduction based on storage volume.
Mr. Everson stated the product has been used in Florida since 1992 and the MPS 9-pipe
system is approved for a 36% reduction in Florida.
Dr. Kevin Sherman, introduced himself and indicated he was representing PTI as an
independent third party evaluator. Dr. Sherman indicated he was hired by PTI in 2005 to
provide a second opinion on work provided to the committee on the PTI MPS from Harry
Wild, P.E. from Florida. Dr. Sherman indicated he provided technical evaluation of Mr.
Wild’s material in a letter submitted as part of PTI’s submittal packet. Mr. Sherman
presented a power point presentation describing the Multi-Pipe System, the company’s
provisional approval and discussed Harry Wild’s evaluation of the MPS system.
Mr. Uhlich explained that the sub-committees evaluation included the contact area of the
pipes directly on the soil surface. Information provided by PTI indicated each pipe has a
2 inch wide contact area beneath each pipe extending the length of the pipe. This contact
area was evaluated as obstructed areas functioning equivalent to gravel. The open areas
between the pipes were evaluated as unobstructed areas.
Dr. Larry West explained that the committee was looking at the contact area of the
product under a load. The amount of solid surface as compared to open area for water to
exit the product through the holes to the soil surface. Phil Freshly explained that the
ridges and valleys in contact with the soil are factors that determine effective infiltrative
surface. Dr. Sherman referenced Mr.Wild's photos as illustrating the product contact area.
Dr. West explained the openness of this contact area is relevant in determining effective
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infiltrative area.
Discussion occurred between Mr. Everson and the committee concerning the fabric and
wicking action.
Dr. Sherman indicated he would like to see the numbers and how the sub-committee
arrived at their recommendations. Mr. McClure asked Dr. Sherman if he now understood
what kind of information the committee was looking for in terms of soil contact. Dr.
Sherman said he had a basic understanding of what the committee was asking for but not
how the sub-committee numbers were derived. Phil Freshly explained that the committee
was looking for what your physical equivalency of gravel is. We need to evaluate your
product the same way we have evaluated the other products.
Mr. Everson requested the committee approve the MPS 13-pipe at a 35% reduction.
Mr. Sherman indicated he would need three weeks to evaluate the product and submit
calculations. Mr. Uhlich indicated he would send Dr. Sherman the sub-committees
calculations. Mr. Everson asked the committee to approve the MPS products as requested
or allow the company time to submit additional data to support their position.
Dewayne Tanner made a motion to approve the sub-committees recommendation with the
understanding that PTI could come back to the committee with additional data and the
approval could be changed. Second by Bill Durham. George McClure asked if PTI MPS
had a provisional approval. Scott Uhlich said the provisional approval was granted based
on a settlement agreement. The provisional approval was based on PTI’s
recommendations and not on a Department evaluation. Mr. Coppage asked Doug
Everson if he was asking the committee to table their approval if the committee was not
prepared to approve the product as requested by PTI. Mr. Everson indicated that was his
request to give Dr. Sherman an opportunity to provide some additional information.
George McClure made a motion to table the approval of the PTI for 30 days until the next
meeting. Motion approved. Dr. Davis requested that PTI provide failure data from the
state of Florida.
4.
5.

6.

Other Business: Dr. Davis recognized Stan Coppage for his contribution to the TRC. Stan
is retiring and this was his last official meeting.
Next meeting date: The next meeting date for the TRC will be March 27 or 28, 2006. Mr.
Uhlich asked Mr. Everson and Dr. Sherman if this would allow enough time for them to
evaluate and provide additional information. Mr. Everson and Dr. Sherman indicated these
dates were acceptable.
Motion to adjourn
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May 23, 2005
To:

Technical Review Committee members

From: Scott A. Uhlich, Secretary
Minutes of the 19th DHR Technical Review Committee meeting

Re:

The 19th TRC meeting was held at the DHR Training Center in the Riverside Corporate Center
on Riverside Drive, Macon, GA. on May 23, 2005. Dr. Daryl Rowe, Vice-Chairman, called the
meeting to order at 10:00 AM.
Members in Attendance: Scott Uhlich, Stan Coppage, George McClure, Bill Fortune, P.E., Phil
Freshly, Bill Durham and Dr. Daryl Rowe.
Guests in Attendance: Jim Free, Carl Thompson, Richard Crumley, Todd Jones, Mike Fugate,
Carl ring, Theo Terry, Al Schnitkey, Charles Schaffer, Chris Kumnick, Stephen Brown, Lee
Starks, Dick Bachelder, Ted Greene, Bob Neurath, Rocky Rocco, Scott Thompson, Chris
Peterson, John Campbell and Shawn Luton.
Order of Business:
1.
2.

3.

Call to Order.
Review of Minutes from the 18th TRC meeting.
Motion to approve minutes made by George McClure. Minutes unanimously
approved.
New Business:
A. Provisional approval request by Advanced Drainage Systems for the BioDiffuser
Hi ARC 36 Chamber. Dick Bachelder reviewed, with the committee, product
information submitted and distributed prior to the meeting. Mr. Bachelder
requested that the committee grant a provisional approval for a 50% absorption
trench length reduction as compared to a conventional 36-inch wide conventional
gravel absorption trench. This provisional approval is similar to the provisional
approvals granted by the committee to the PSA 16-inch and 14–inch Hi-Capacity
BioDiffusor chamber, Hancor High Capacity chamber and Infiltrator Hi-Capacity
Quick4 chamber. Scott Uhlich stated that the Department did not object to a
provisional approval provided Advanced Drainage Systems, Inc provided product
measurements verifying the submitted CAD drawing dimensions, satisfactory
AASHTO H-10 vehicle load test results and that the company understood the
provisional approval was only until the Department implements rules for nonconventional on-site sewage management systems. Mr. Bachelder indicated that
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he accepted and understood the provisional approval was contingent on DHR
acceptance of the product measurements, structural test results and that the
product’s provisional approval was subject to review and approval by the TRC
once rules for non-conventional on-site sewage management systems were
implemented by DHR. George McClure made a motion to provisional approve
the Advanced Drainage System BioDiffuser Hi-Capacity ARC 36 chamber at a
50% reduction contingent upon DHR acceptance of the product measurements,
satisfactory structural test results (AASHTO H-10) and that the provisional
approval was only granted until such time that the Department implements rules
for non-conventional on site sewage management systems. Motion unanimously
approved.
B. Provisional approval request for the Advanced Drainage System BioDiffuser
ARC 36 chamber. Dick Bachelder reviewed with the committee product
information submitted and distributed prior to the meeting. Mr. Bachelder
discussed the product dimensions, sidewall design and storage volume
information. Mr. Bachelder compared this information to the six-part standard for
non-conventional on-site sewage management systems adopted by the
Department of Human Resources. Scott Uhlich recommended that the Standards
sub-committee conduct a product review based on the six part standard for nonconventional on-site sewage management systems and make a recommendation to
the full TRC. Mr. Bachelder questioned why he needed to go through the subcommittee for a provisional approval. Mr. Uhlich indicated that this is the
process the TRC adopted at the last meeting. In addition, the information
submitted by Advanced Drainage Systems on the product was based on CAD
drawings and not a review of the actual built product. Mr. Bachelder indicated he
accepted this explanation and was willing to accept the Department’s
recommendation for a review by the Standards sub-committee. George McClure
made a motion for a review by the Standards sub-committee for a
recommendation concerning an approval for the BioDiffusor ARC 36 chamber.
Motion unanimously approved.
C. Dennis Koerner with the Ring Industrial Group requested a review of the
EZ1203-H and EZ0904-H by the Standards sub-committee for approval under the
adopted six part standard for non-conventional on-site sewage management
systems. George McClure made a motion to send the product approval request to
the Standards sub-committee for a recommendation. Motion Unanimously
approved.
D. Provisional approval request for the Hancor High Capacity SW EnviroChamber.
Shawn Luton reviewed, with the committee, product information distributed prior
to the meeting. Mr. Luton explained the improvements made to this product as
compared to the current provisionally approved High Capacity Envirochamber
product at a 50% reduction. The primary improvement of the SW model is an
increase in open sidewall area from the current provisionally approved model.
Mr. Uhlich indicated the Department did not object to a provisional approval at a
50% reduction until such time as the Department implements the adopted
standards for non-conventional on-site sewage management systems. George
McClure made a motion to provisionally approve the Hancor High Capacity SW
EnviroChamber for a 50% reduction in absorption trench length as compared to a
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36-inch wide conventional absorption trench, until such time as the Department of
Human Resources implements rules for non-conventional on-site sewage
management systems. Motion unanimously approved.
4.

5.
6.

Other Business: Phil Freshley indicated he was observing problems with reduced
length chamber systems in fine textured soils. The problem may be due to the
turbulent flow of water across the soil surface and then fine material settling back out
clogging the soil surface. Discharging from the septic tank through the top of the
chamber unit stirs up the soil. He has observed chamber units sinking into the soil
surface reducing storage capacity of system and infiltration of soil into the side
louvers. He expressed concerns about absorption field reductions under certain soil
conditions and recommended reduction limits be established for certain limiting soil
conditions.
Next meeting date: No specific date set. Standards sub-committee June/July? Next
TRC in August?
Motion to adjourn meeting made by Scott Uhlich. Motion unanimously approved.
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March 31, 2005
To:

Technical Review Committee members

From: Scott A. Uhlich, Secretary
Minutes of the 18th DHR Technical Review Committee meeting

Re:

The 18th TRC meeting was held at the Cupola at Plantation Centre, 6324 Peake Road, Macon,
GA. on March 28, 2005. Lawton Davis, M.D., Chairman, called the meeting to order at 10:00
AM.
Members in Attendance: Scott Uhlich, Stan Coppage, George McClure, Larry Chapman, P.E.,
Bill Fortune, P.E., Rusty Bowden, Bill Durham, Dewayne Tanner and Lawton Davis, M.D.
Guests in Attendance: Jim Free, Carl Thompson, Dan Beardsley, Richard Crumley, Bettie
Sleeth, Mark Harden, Todd Jones, Larry West, Mike Fugate and Ben Berteau.
Order of Business:
1.
2.

3.

4.

Call to Order.
Review of Minutes from the 17th TRC meeting.
Motion to approve minutes made by George McClure. Minutes unanimously
approved.
Election of Officers: George McClure made a motion to retain the current slate of
officers with Lawton Davis as Chairman and Darryl Rowe as Vice-Chairman.
Secretary specified in Bylaws as the member representing Environmental Health
Section of Department of Human Resources, which is Scott Uhlich. Motion
unanimously approved.
New Business:
A. Standards sub-committee report. Larry Chapman asked Scott Uhlich to present
the sub-committee report (see enclosed report) on trench spacing. Scott discussed
the information provided by Phil Freshley and Larry West, soil scientists, to the
sub-committee. The soil scientists determined a trench spacing of 7-foot on
center would provide adequate absorption and treatment of effluent for soils with
a percolation rate of less than 75 minutes per inch. Bill Durham raised a question
about the ability of equipment to install a system at this reduced trench spacing.
George McClure indicated he felt existing equipment was available or would be
made available by the industry to meet this need. Scott Uhlich stated that a
homebuilder/installer, present at the sub-committee meeting, indicated to the subcommittee that the current rubber tire backhoe was capable of installing trenches
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at the 7-foot spacing. Also, manufacturers present at the sub-committee meeting
indicated that other types of trenching equipment were available that could be
utilized. Scott Uhlich stated that the rule would not prohibit greater trench
spacing but was a minimum spacing requirement. George McClure made a
motion to accept the sub-committees recommendation to establish a minimum
absorption trench spacing of 7-foot on center for soils that have a percolation rate
of less than 75 minutes per inch. Motion unanimously approved.
B. Provisional approval request by Infiltrator Systems, Inc. for the Quick4 High
Capacity Chamber. Carl Thompson reviewed, with the committee, product
information submitted and distributed prior to the meeting. Mr. Thompson
requested that the committee grant a provisional approval for a 50% absorption
trench length reduction as compared to a conventional 36-inch wide conventional
gravel absorption trench. This provisional approval is similar to the provisional
approvals granted by the committee to the PSA 16-inch BioDiffusor chamber,
Hancor High Capacity chamber and similar Cultec chamber. Stan Coppage asked
Scott Uhlich for a recommendation from the Department. Scott Uhlich stated that
the Department did not object to a provisional approval provided Infiltrator
Systems, Inc provided satisfactory AASHTO H-10 vehicle load test results and
that the company understood the provisional approval was only until the
Department adopts and implements rules for non-conventional on-site sewage
management systems. Carl Thompson indicated that Infiltrator Systems, Inc
understood the provisional approval was contingent on DHR acceptance of the
structural test results and that the products provisional approval was subject to
review and approval by the TRC once rules for non-conventional on-site sewage
management systems were adopted and implemented by DHR. Rusty Bowden
made a motion to provisional approve the Infiltrator systems, Inc. Quick4 High
Capacity chamber at a 50% reduction contingent upon DHR acceptance of
satisfactory structural test results (AASHTO H-10) and that the provisional
approval was only granted until such time that the Department adopts and
implements rules for non-conventional on site sewage management systems.
Motion unanimously approved.
C. Provisional approval request for the Infiltrator Quick4 Standard Chamber. Carl
Thompson reviewed with the committee product information submitted and
distributed prior to the meeting. Mr. Thompson discussed the product
dimensions, sidewall design and study on sidewall throughput rates. He
discussed the storage volume measurements conducted at Clemson University.
Mr. Thompson request a provisional approval based on the six part standard
recommended to the Department of Human Resources, currently being considered
for adoption by the Department. Mr. Thompson indicated that Infiltrator’s
application of the six part standard by their engineers indicated a 33% reduction
in trench length, as compared to a 36-inch wide gravel absorption trench, was
recommended. However, Mr. Thompson indicated he was aware the
Department’s review and application of the six part standard recommended a 25%
reduction. Mr. Thompson indicated that Infiltrator Systems, Inc. was willing to
accept the Department’s recommendation provided it was a provisional approval
and that a review by the Technical Review Committee would be made after the
Department adopted and implemented rules for non-conventional on-site sewage
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management systems. Scott Uhlich was asked by the committee for a
recommendation. Mr. Uhlich indicated that the Department recommended a
provisional approval at a 25% reduction subject to a review and approval by the
TRC at such time the Department adopts and implements rules for nonconventional on-site sewage management systems. Rusty Bowden made a motion
to accept the Department’s recommendation for a provisional approval at a 25%
reduction in absorption trench length as compared to a conventional 36-inch wide
gravel absorption trench subject to review and approval by the TRC at such time
that the Department adopts and implements rules for non-conventional on-site
sewage management systems. Motion unanimously approved.
5.

6.
7.

Other Business: Bill Durham asked about the process for product approval once the
Department adopts rules for non-conventional systems. Scott Uhlich stated that he
had been discussing this issue with the Department’s Attorneys. The Department
Attorneys have recommended the following process to the TRC. The request for
product approval will come to the Department. The Department will schedule a
meeting between the manufacturer and the standards sub-committee. The standards
sub-committee will make a recommendation to the full TRC. The TRC will meet and
consider the sub-committee recommendation. The TRC’s recommendation regarding
product approvals will be sent to the Department. Mr. Uhlich recommended the TRC
maintain the same standard sub-committee membership with Larry Chapman as the
sub-committee chairman. Stan Coppage made a motion that the standards subcommittee members remain the same with Larry Chapman as chairman. Motion
unanimously approved.
Scott Uhlich also discussed with the committee the need for an impartial review of
the products. Members with a financial interest in a product must recluse themselves
from the process. Bill Durham asked how that was defined. George McClure
indicated that if you gained financially from the decision you must recluse yourself.
Scott Uhlich indicated he would ask the attorney for advice on this issue.
Next meeting date: No specific date set. Standards sub-committee in May? Next
TRC in June?
Motion to adjourn meeting made by Stan Coppage. Motion unanimously approved.
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November 22, 2003
To:

Technical Review Committee members

From: Scott A. Uhlich, Secretary
Re:

Minutes of the 17th DHR Technical Review Committee

The 17th technical review committee meeting was held at the DHR Training Center on
Riverside Drive, Macon, Georgia on November 21, 2003. Lawton Davis, M.D.,
Chairman, called the meeting to order at 10:00 AM.
Members in Attendance: Daryl Rowe, Scott Uhlich, Stan Coppage, William Durham,
George McClure, Phillip Freshley, Dewayne Tanner, Ernie Earn, Larry Chapman, Bill
Fortune, P.E. and Lawton Davis, M.D.
Guests in Attendance: Jim Free, Dick Bachelder, Shawn Luton, Truet Kastner, Bettie
Sleeth, Carl Thompson, Al Schnitkey, Ben Berteau, Charles Schaefer, Craig Collins,
Roy Moore, Dennis Koerner.
Order of Business:
1. Call to order by Chairman.
2. Review of minutes from the 16th Technical Review Committee meeting.
Motion to approve minutes made by Dewayne Tanner. Minutes approved.
3. New Business:
A. Addition of a minimum system length requirement to the adopted Standards
for On site Sewage Management Systems. Carl Thompson representing
Infiltrator Systems Inc. presented a proposal to add the following language:
“7. Additionally, any newly installed non-gravel system must measure at
least 75% of the length of a conventional 36 inch wide gravel system.” In
addition, Infiltrator Systems Inc will voluntarily change their manufacturer’s
recommendation and sign a legal covenant with the Department of Human
Resources to waive it’s right to install currently approved product according to
the “prior approved status” as provided in the current law.
B. Addition of a safety factor to the adopted Standards for On Site Sewage
Management Systems. Al Schnitkey presented an argument against the
proposed minimum system length. Discussed adding a safety factor instead

of a minimum system length. Discussed some issues related to the
Administrative Procedures Act and legislative revision to Act 280.
The members discussed both proposals. Industry representatives in attendance
provided input. Dick Bachelder, Shawn Luton and Charles Shaeffer expressed
concerns. A motion was made by Phil Freshley to table the discussion.
Seconded by George McClure. Motion did not pass.
Dewayne Tanner made a motion to add the following language to the adopted
standards “any newly installed non-gravel system must measure at least 75% of
the length of a conventional 36 inch wide gravel system” subject to Infiltrator
Systems Inc. voluntarily changing their manufacturer’s recommendation to the
25% reduction cap prior to application of the standards. Seconded by Bill
Fortune. Motion passed. Opposed George McClure, Ernie Earn and Larry
Chapman.
4. Adjourn: Motion was made to adjourn. Motion approved. Meeting adjourned at
11:45 AM.

Jim Martin, Commissioner
Kathleen E. Toomey, M.D., M.P.H., Division Director
Georgia Department of Human Resources • Division of Public Health
Two Peachtree Street NW • Suite 15-470 • Atlanta, Georgia 30303-3186 • Tel: (404) 657-2700 • Fax: (404) 657-2715

July 29, 2003
To:

Technical Review Committee members

From: Scott A. Uhlich, Secretary
Re:

Minutes of the 16th DHR Technical Review Committee

The 16th technical review committee meeting was held at the DHR Training Center on
Riverside Drive, Macon, Georgia on July 28, 2003. Lawton Davis, M.D., Chairman,
called the meeting to order at 10:00 AM.
Members in attendance: Daryl Rowe, Scott Uhlich, Stan Coppage, William Durham,
Thomas Bowden, George McClure, Phillip Freshley, Dewayne Tanner, Bill Fortune, P.E.
and Lawton Davis, M.D.
Order of Business:
1. Call to order by Chairman.
2. Review of minutes from Emergency Technical Review Committee meeting.
Motion to approve minutes made by George McClure. Minutes approved.
3. Election of Officers.
Motion to retain current officers made by George McClure.
Lawton Davis, M.D. Chairman
Daryl Rowe
Vice-Chairman
Scott Uhlich
Secretary
Motion Approved.
4. Old Business:
Standards Sub-Committee Report on Class I effluent standards:
Scott Uhlich
presented the standards sub-committee recommendation on the standards and
guidelines for systems producing a class I effluent quality. Mr. Uhlich discussed
the proposed testing requirements for Class I effluent systems. Class I effluent
systems requesting approval from the Department of Human Resources must
meet ANSI/NSF Standard 40 testing requirements for Class I effluent. Mr. Uhlich
discussed guidelines concerning absorption field sizing and installation criteria
related to systems producing Class I effluent. Bill Fortune expressed opposition
to the proposed absorption field sizing criteria contained in the proposed Class I

effluent chart. Various members discussed the proposed infiltration rates for
Class I effluent. George McClure made a motion to approve the Standards and
Guidelines for Class I Effluent (documents attached) for application by the
Department of Human Resources as proposed by the Standards SubCommittee. Motion approved.
5. New Business:
A.
Cromaglass Wastewater Treatment System: Mr. Bert Gerber presented
information to the committee on the Cromaglass system. Mr. Gerber was
requesting approval for the Cromaglass system as a Class I effluent
system. After discussion with committee members, the membership
determined that additional information was required. Mr. Gerber agreed to
bring additional information to the committee related to the adopted Class
I effluent standards.
B.
AASHTO H-10 Load rating for chambers: Carl Thompson, representing
chamber manufacturers, requested a change in the installation
requirements found in the Georgia Department of Human Resources
(DHR) Manual for On Site Sewage Management Systems related to
chambers. Mr. Thompson proposed a change that would allow a chamber
installation with 6 inches of final soil cover capable of supporting a 4,000lb/axle load without collapsing, fracturing or breaking. Committee
members discussed concerns regarding driving over the system after
installation with landscape equipment and/or construction vehicles. Mr.
Thompson acknowledged that additional soil cover (12”) would be needed
to bridge the absorption trench during construction. Phil Freshley made a
motion to approve the following language to be added to the Department’s
Manual for On Site Sewage Management Systems; Chambers must be
capable of supporting temporary construction loading of 16,000 lbs/axle
(American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials H-10
load) without collapsing, fracturing or breaking. Additional temporary soil
cover above the final grade may be used to bridge this load during
construction. Chambers in the final installed configuration must be
capable of supporting a 4,000-lb/axle load without collapsing, fracturing or
breaking. Motion approved.
6. Adjourn: Scott Uhlich made a motion to adjourn. Motion approved. Meeting
adjourned at 11:30 AM.

Jim Martin, Commissioner
Kathleen E. Toomey, M.D., M.P.H., Division Director
Georgia Department of Human Resources • Division of Public Health
Two Peachtree Street NW • Suite 15-470 • Atlanta, Georgia 30303-3186 • Tel: (404) 657-2700 • Fax: (404) 657-2715

March 22, 2003
To:

Technical Review Committee members

From: Scott A. Uhlich, Secretary
Re:

Minutes of the emergency meeting of the DHR Technical Review Committee

The emergency technical review committee meeting was held at the Cupola at
Plantation Centre on Peake Road, Macon, Georgia on March 21, 2003. Daryl Rowe,
Vice-chairman, called the meeting to order at 10:30 AM.
Members in attendance: Daryl Rowe, Scott Uhlich, Stan Coppage, William Durham,
Thomas Bowden, Lewis Strickland, George McClure, Phillip Freshley, Ernest Earn,
Jerry Colwell, Larry Chapman, P.E., and Bill Fortune, P.E.. Dr. Lawton Davis arrived
late.
Guests: Bettie Sleeth, Charles Schaefer, Donald Sackman, Mark Hardin, Matt Marlar,
Kyle Paris, Tom Weaver, Michael Lloyd, Steve Kinney, Stephen Brown, Brian Chriske,
Ted Greene, Todd Harper, Pat Goodrich, Shawn Luton, Jim Free, Richard Crumley,
Carl Thompson, John Tebeau, Rocky Rocco, Roy Moore, and Dan Bearsley.
Order of Business:
1. Call to order by Vice-Chairman.
2. Opening Statement
Daryl Rowe welcomed guests. Members introduced themselves.
3. Review of minutes from 15th Technical Review Committee meeting.
Motion to approve minutes made by Ernie Earn. Minutes approved.
4. Presentation of Commissioners Report.
Mike Smith, Director of Environmental Health and Injury Prevention Branch,
presented a report submitted to the Commissioner of the Department of Human
Resources regarding the adoption and implementation of standards related to the
approval of on-site sewage management systems.
5. Old Business:
Standard Sub-committee Report. Larry Chapman, Sub-Committee Chairman,
discussed the committee’s recommendation for on-site sewage management
system standards. Mr. Chapman asked Scott Uhlich to explain the proposed
standards. Mr. Uhlich went through each item of the proposed standards and

answered questions from the members. A motion was made by Larry Chapman
to approve the on-site sewage management system standards as presented (see
attached document) and recommend their application by the Department of
Human Resources.
Motion approved.
6. Motion to Adjourn: Phil Freshley made a motion to adjourn. Motion approved.
Meeting adjourned at 11:45 AM.

Contact:
Scott A. Uhlich
Department of Human Resources
Division of Public Health
Environmental Health Section
404-657-6534

Gary B. Redding, Acting Commissioner
Kathleen E. Toomey, M.D., M.P.H., Division Director
Georgia Department of Human Resources • Division of Public Health • Environmental Health & Injury Control Branch
2 Peachtree Street NW • Suite 16-227 • Atlanta, Georgia 30303-3186 • Tel: 404-657-6534 • Fax 404-657-6533

October 4, 2001
To:

Technical Review Committee members

From: Scott A. Uhlich, Secretary
Re:

Minutes of the fifteenth Technical Review Committee meeting

The fifteenth meeting of the TRC was held at the DHR Training Center on Riverside Drive,
Macon, GA. on October 3, 2001. Dr. Lawton Davis called the meeting to order at 10:00AM.
Members in attendance: Dr. Lawton Davis, Scott Uhlich, Stan Coppage, George McClure, Jim
Crowdis, Jimmy Durrence, Phil Freshley, Dewayne Tanner, Larry Walker, Larry Chapman and
Jerry Colwell.
Guests: Mark Hardin, Ben Jones, Jim Free, Mike Hoover, John Tebeau, Jeffrey Williams, David
Click, Jim Nichols, Carl Thompson, Steve Dix, Bob Siecrist, Charles Schafer, Houston
Crumpler, Roy Moore, Tom Weaver, Dennis Koerner, Ed Festa, Dick Bachelder, Truet Kastner,
Mark Fricke, Theo Terry, Todd Harper, Steve Brann, Doug Everson, Steve Barry, Luke
Robataille, Wilder Lucas, Rocky Rocco, Scott Thomas, Marc Maroschak, Tony Huff, Michelle
Newhouse, Jay Johnson, Martin Hally, Ben Berteau, Kevin White, Sam Robertson, Bill
Vanhouse, Ismail Jaleh, Mike Fugate and Tres Areand
Order of Business:
1. Call to order by chairman
2. Opening statement
Dr. Davis welcomed guests.
3. Review of minutes from the fourteenth meeting.
Motion to approve minutes by Larry Walker. Unanimously approved.
4. Old Business:
Standards Subcommittee Report: Larry Chapman, Sub-committee Chairman, open the
discussion for presentations pertaining to the product review standards adopted by the
Technical Review Committee for evaluating on-site sewage management systems. The
following companies made oral presentations: Infiltrator Chamber Systems, Plastic Tubing
Industries, Ring Industrial Group, Cultec, Bord Na Mona, and Premier Tech.
The following companies submitted written information only: Advanced Drainage Systems,
EcoPure.
5. Adjourn: The meeting was adjour ned at 5:00PM
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Gary B. Redding, Acting Commissioner
Kathleen E. Toomey, M.D., M.P.H., Division Director
Georgia Department of Human Resources • Division of Public Health • Environmental Health & Injury Control Branch
2 Peachtree Street NW • Suite 16-227 • Atlanta, Georgia 30303-3186 • Tel: 404-657-6534 • Fax 404-657-6533

July 20, 2001
To:

Technical Review Committee members

From: Scott A. Uhlich, Secretary
Re:

Minutes of the fourteenth Technical Review Committee meeting

The fourteenth meeting of the TRC was held at the Cupola at Plantation Centre, Peake Road,
Macon, GA. on July 17, 2001. The meeting was called to order by Dr. Lawton Davis at
10:15AM.
Members in attendance: Dr. Lawton Davis, Scott Uhlich, Stan Coppage, George McClure, Bill
Fortune, Jim Crowdis, Earnest Earn, Jimmy Durrence, Darryl Rowe, Phil Freshley, Dewayne
Tanner, Larry Walker, Larry Chapman and Bill Durham.
Guests: Greg Harless, Bettie Sleeth, Jay Johnson, Mike Maroshack, Scott Thomson, Steve
Helurich, Charles Shaefer, Mike Fugate, Mark Fricke, Jim Free, James Nichols, Shawn Luton,
Louie Rocco, Steve Kinney, Larry Stewart, Wilder Lucas, Martin Hally, Ted Greene, Todd
Harper, Pat Goodrich, Doug Everson, Dick Bachelder, Dennis Koerner, Michael Lloyd, Sam
Robertson, and Theo Terry.
Order of Business:
1. Call to order by chairman
2. Opening statement
Dr. Davis welcomed guests.
3. Review of minutes from the thirteenth meeting.
Motion to approve minutes by Jim Crowdis. Unanimously approved.
4. Old Business:
A. Standards Subcommittee Report: Larry Chapman, subcommittee chairman, began
discussion of the review process that the sub-committee went through formulating their
recommendations based on the standards adopted by the Technical Review Committee.
Meetings were held with each manufacturer during this process.
Mr. Chapman asked Mr. Uhlich to present the recommendations regarding the
Crumpler Gravelless Pipe System. Mr. Uhlich provided the written calculations and
discussed the recommendation. A motion to approve the standards subcommittee
recommendation on installation standards for the Crumpler gravelless pipe system was
made by Larry Chapman. Ernie Earn seconded motion. Discussion was introduced by
Bill Durham regarding the standards adopted by the Technical Review Committee for
product evaluation. Jim Nichols, Infiltrator systems, and Steve Dix, Infiltrator systems
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raised objections to the current adopted standards. David Click, Infiltrator systems,
stated that Infiltrator did not have input into the development of the standard as they
applied to chambers. Mr. Uhlich objected and stated that Infiltrator had a representative,
Jim Free, at every meeting of the standards subcommittee. Mr. Uhlich pointed out that
Steve Dix, Infiltrator Systems, made a presentation to the standards subcommittee during
the development of the standards and that all meetings were open for the manufacturing
community to provide input. Mr. Earn raised a point of order to the discussion since it
did not pertain to the motion. Mr. Earn withdrew his second of Mr. Chapman’s motion.
George McClure made a motion to table the presentation of the standards subcommittee
recommendations pending a review of the adopted standards. Earn Earn seconded the
motion. The motion passed 7 for, 4 against, and 3 abstained. Considerable discussion
occurred. Mr. Michael Lloyd and Dr. Koerner, EZflow Systems, objected to the motion
and requested that their product review be addressed.
Later in the meeting, Larry Chapman made a motion to "untable" the presentation of
the standards committee report. Seconded by Dewayne Tanner. Discussion center
around applying the current standards to all products excepts chamber systems and allow
the subcommittee recommendations on those products to be presented. Motion was
denied by a vote of 2 for and 12 against the motion.
B. Plastic Tubing Inc. Corr-A-Guard: The Corr-A-Guard system is a gravelless pipe
product similar to the Crumpler Gravelless Pipe System. Scott Uhlich made a motion to
provisionally approve the PTI Corr-A-Guard system to be installed based on the same
provisional approval criteria established for the Crumpler Gravelless Pipe System. The
provisional approval will remain in effect until the Technical Review Committee
establishes standards for gravelless pipe systems. Motion unanimously approved.
C. Zabel Aerocell: Theo Terry, Zabel, raised questions regarding the information required
by the TRC for class I effluent product approval. Considerable discussion occurred
regarding the adopted third party testing requirements established by the TRC. George
McClure made a motion to table the approval of the Aerocell until the standards
subcommittee reevaluates the adopted standards. Motion seconded by Dr Rowe. Motion
passed 5 for, 3 against, and 6 abstained.
D. Eco-Pure 300 series Peat Moss Biofilter: Mr. Uhlich explained approval of the EcoPure
system is pending third party documentation requirements adopted by the TRC for
systems producing class I effluent. Since the TRC approved a previous motion to
reevaluate the standard, Mr.Uhlich made a motion to table this matter until the TRC
resolves the questions concerning the current third party testing requirements for Class I
effluent. Motion unanimously approved.
5. New Business:
A. Zabel Versa Tee: Theo Terry presented information the versa tee product. This is a tee
for installation inside septic tanks. Motion to approve the “Versa Tee” was made by Bill
Durham. Unanimously approved.
6. Other Business
A. Election of Officers
Chairman. Nominations were opened for chairman. R. Lawton Davis was nominated.
There were no other nominations. The vote to appoint Dr. Davis as chairman of the TRC
was unanimously approved.
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Vice-Chairman- Nominations were opened for vice-chairman. Dr. Darryl Rowe was
nominated for vice-chairman. There were no other nominations. The vote to appoint Dr.
Rowe vice-chairman of the TRC was unanimously approved.
B. Education - Dr. Bob Rubin made an educational presentation on a study he is currently
involved with. This study is an evaluation of water movement through the soil.
Information on four systems was presented. These systems involved in the study are
conventional gravel, Crumpler gravelless pipe, EZflow 1003 vertical, and chambers.
7. Next meeting date:
Technical Review Committee meeting will be September 26, 2001
8. Meeting adjourned at 3:30PM
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Gary B. Redding, Acting Commissioner
Kathleen E. Toomey, M.D., M.P.H., Division Director
Georgia Department of Human Resources • Division of Public Health • Environmental Health & Injury Control Branch
2 Peachtree Street NW • Suite 16-227 • Atlanta, Georgia 30303-3186 • Tel: 404-657-6534 • Fax 404-657-6533

May 22, 2001
To:

Technical Review Committee members

From: Scott A. Uhlich, Secretary
Re:

Minutes of the thirteenth Technical Review Committee meeting

The thirteenth meeting of the TRC was held at the Cupola at Plantation Centre, Peake Road,
Macon, GA. on May 17, 2001. The meeting was called to order by Dr. Lawton Davis at
10:00AM.
Members in attendance: Dr. Lawton Davis, Scott Uhlich, Stan Coppage, George McClure, Bill
Fortune, Laurie Cook, Sam Banks, and Jim Crowdis.
Guests: Greg Harless, Bettie Sleeth, Jay Johnson, Mike Maroshack, Scott Thomson, Steve
Helurich, Charles Shaefer, Mike Fugate, Mark Fricke, Jim Free, Shawn Luton, Louie Rocco,
Steve Kinney, Larry Stewart, Wilder Lucas, Martin Hally, Ted Greene, Todd Harper, Pat
Goodrich, Doug Everson, Dick Bachelder, and Theo Terry.
Order of Business:
1. Call to order by chairman
2. Opening statement
Dr. Davis welcomed guests.
3. Review of minutes from the twelfth meeting.
Motion to approve minutes by George McClure. Unanimously approved.
4. Old Business:
Scott Uhlich reported that the Standards subcommittee had not finalized their
recommendations regarding PSA BioDiffusor Chamber systems, Hancor EnviroChamber,
Crumpler Gravelless Pipe and Cultec chamber systems.
5. New Business:
A. NORWECO, Inc. Singulair 950 and 960 Wastewater Treatment Systems: Sam Banks
made a motion to approve the Singulair 950-600GPD, 950-750GPD, 950-1000GPD, 9501250GPD, 950-1500GPD and Singulair 960-500GPD, 960-750GPD, 960-1000GPD,
960-1250GPD, 960-1500GPD. This motion does not include approval of any lift/pump
tank. Pump tanks must meet the requirements in the DHR Technical Manual for On Site
Sewage Management Systems. Motion unanimously approved.
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B. Advanced Drainage systems, Inc., Multi-Pipe system: Dick Bachelder presented
information on the 9-pipe multi-pipe system and the 11-pipe multi-pipe system.
Discussion concerning the H-10 load rating was raised. Mr. Bachelder indicated tests
were in the process of being conducted. Discussion on the clogging of the fabric wrap
was raised. Discussion on infiltrative surface masking and design criteria was raised.
Stan Coppage made a motion “to table any decision on the approval of the 9-pipe and 11
pipe multi-pipe systems until the Standards subcommittee could review the information
and make a recommendation to the Technical Review Committee. Motion was
unanimously approved.
C. Clearwater Sand Bed Design: No representative from Clearwater, Inc was present to
make a proposal. Insufficient information was available for the committee to review.
Scott Uhlich made a motion to table discussion of the Clearwater Sand Bed. Motion
unanimously approved.
6. Other Business
A. Membership rotation: A rotation schedule was handed out to the Technical Review
Committee members. Five individuals are scheduled for rotation each year prior to the
July business meeting. Members may be re-appointed. For members representing
organizations, the organization can make a recommendation to the Department for
member appointment.
7. Next meeting date:
Technical Review Committee meeting will be July 17, 2001
8. Meeting adjourned at 12:00PM
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Gary B. Redding, Acting Commissioner
Kathleen E. Toomey, M.D., M.P.H., Division Director
Georgia Department of Human Resources • Division of Public Health • Environmental Health & Injury Control Branch
2 Peachtree Street NW • Suite 16-227 • Atlanta, Georgia 30303-3186 • Tel: 404-657-6534 • Fax 404-657-6533

April 3, 2001
To:

Technical Review Committee members

From: Scott A. Uhlich, Secretary
Re:

Minutes of the twelfth Technical Review Committee meeting

The twelfth meeting of the TRC was held at the Riverside Corporate Center, Riverside Drive,
Macon, GA. on March 29, 2001. The meeting was called to order by Dr. Lawton Davis at
10:10AM.
Members in attendance: Dr. Lawton Davis, Scott Uhlich, Daryl Rowe, Stan Coppage, George
McClure, Larry Walker, James Durrence, Bill Fortune, Bill Durham, Laurie Cook, Larry
Chapman, Doug Cabe, Sam Banks, Jim Crowdis, and Ernie Earn.
Guests: Greg Harless, Bettie Sleeth, Michael Tidwell, Bob DiTullio, Chris DiTullio, Wayne
Lister, Ed Tate, John Vanderbosh, Michael Hollingsworth, Ted Greene, Charles Shaefer, Mike
Fugate, Mark Fricke, Jim Free, Steve Kinney, David Morgan, Michael Lloyd, Carl Lindell, Truet
Kastner, Larry Stewart, Tara Fortune, and Wilder Lucas.
Order of Business:
1. Call to order by chairman
2. Opening statement
Dr. Davis welcomed guests.
3. Review of minutes from the eleventh meeting.
Motion to approve minutes by Bill Durham. Unanimously approved.
4. Old Business:
IMS Steel Slag Aggregate: Information from IMS was distributed prior to the meeting. A
letter from the Department of Natural Resources, Geological Survey Branch was reviewed.
The Geological Survey Branch expressed concern about potential groundwater
contamination from the steel slag aggregate. The Geological Survey Branch recommended
that a number of septic tank systems be installed with steel slag aggregate in different soil
conditions as experimental systems for evaluation. Darryl Rowe made a motion to deny the
request by IMS to approve steel slag aggregate for use in septic tank system absorption lines.
Motion unanimously approved.
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5. New Business:
A. National Wastewater Systems Solar Air 500 and Solar Air 800: Scott Uhlich made a
motion to approve the Solar Air 500 and Solar Air 800 Aerobic Treatment System Units
only. This motion does not include approval of any lift/pump tank. Pump tanks must
meet the requirements in the DHR Technical Manual for On Site Sewage Management
Systems. Motion unanimously approved.
B. Eco-Pure 300 Series Peat Moss Biofilter: John Vanderbosch, Eco-Pure representative,
presented information on the 300 Series Peat moss Biofilter system. The following
conditions were agreed upon by the manufacturer and the TRC:
1. Time dosing of the unit will be required at a manufacturer recommended rate
of 20 gallons per dose.
2. Each individual unit is approved to serve a 3-bedroom house only. Multiple
units may be used for larger homes.
3. If a gravel bed is utilized for soil application, 12 inches of gravel depth is
required. All other absorption fields must meet the requirements in the
Department’s Technical Manual.
4. Dosing/Pump tanks must meet the requirements in the Department’s
Technical Manual.
5. A maximum 40% reduction in absorption field size as recommended by the
manufacturer.
6. All systems must be designed by a registered engineer as recommended by the
manufacturer.
7. During installation, backfilling around the unit must be pea gravel, gravel, or
sand according to the manufacturers’ recommendation.
Discussion regarding the NSF/ANSI Standard 40 protocol third party testing requirement
occurred. Eco-pure agreed to provide the Department and TRC with documentation
meeting the testing requirement. Motion by George McClure to approve the Eco-Pure
300 Series Peat Moss Biofilter System, pending documentation being submitted meeting
ANSI/NSF Standard 40 protocol third party testing requirements, based on the
requirements stated above. Motion unanimously approved.
C. Clearwater Drip Irrigation Line: Requirements in the Department’s Technical Manual
require pressurized drip emitter line to be approved and warranted for wastewater use.
Documentation was submitted by Clearwater, Inc., approving and warranting the product
for wastewater application. Motion to approve by George McClure. Unanimously
approved.
D. Cultec Chamber Systems: Bob DiTullio, Sr. presented information on the Cultec chamber
system. Considerable discussion occurred regarding the fabric wrap. Scott Uhlich
recommended that the issues regarding the provisional approval of the Cultec system as
well as the BioDiffusor chamber system, the EnviroChamber system, and the Crumpler
Gravelless Pipe system be reviewed by the Standards subcommittee. The provisional
approvals granted by the TRC for BioDiffusor, Enviro-chamber and Crumpler expire on
May 10. 2001. The Standards subcommittee would meet with each company and apply
the standards adopted by the TRC. The Standards subcommittee would then present a
recommendation to the full TRC at the next scheduled meeting. The committee accepted
the recommendation and tabled further discussion until the next meeting.
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6. Other Business:
A. Ernie Earn informed the TRC members about recent changes in the Environmental
Protection Division policy regarding on site sewage systems with a waste flow in excess
of 10,000 gallons. The Department of Human Resources under a Memorandum of
Understanding with the EPD is authorized to permit on site systems for projects with a
total waste flow of 10,000 gallons or less. The Departments have been working under a
draft agreement that allowed a joint review and then permitting by the health department
for systems with waste flows greater than 10,000 gallons. The EPD office has
determined that problems have occurred with some of these systems. Therefore, all
facilities with a total design flow in excess of 10,000 gallons utilizing an on site sewage
system must be permitted through the EPD office. Considerable discussion followed.
B. Scott Uhlich provided the TRC members with a list of the approved septic tank effluent
filters. The filters on this list meet the requirements established by the TRC.
7. Next meeting date:
Standards subcommittee meeting will be April 24, 2001
Technical Review Committee meeting will be May 17, 2001
8. Meeting adjourned at 2:00PM
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DHR

Audrey W. Horne, Commissioner
Kathleen E. Toomey, M.D., M.P.H., Division Director

Georgia Department of Human Resources P Division of Public Health P 2 Peachtree Street, NW, 15th Floor, Atlanta, Georgia 30303-3142
Environmental Health Section P 2 Peachtree Street , NW, 16th floor P (404) 657-6534

December 19, 2000
To:

Technical Review Committee Members

From: Scott A. Uhlich, Secretary
RE:

Minutes of the tenth Technical Review Committee (TRC) meeting

The tenth meeting of the TRC was held at Riverside Corporate Center, Riverside Drive, Macon, GA. on
November 16, 2000. The meeting was called to order by Dr. Davis, Chairman, at 10:00Am.
Members in attendance: Dr. Lawton Davis, Scott Uhlich, Laurie Cook, Stan Coppage, Sam Banks, Bill
Durham, Bill Fortune, Larry Chapman, Jimmy Durrence, George McClure, Larry Walker, Jim Crowdis,
and Doug Cabe.
Guests: Greg Harless, Michael Lloyd, Tom Weaver, Mark Harden, Jeff Gary, Truet Kastner, Bob
DeHart, Jay Johnson, Charles Schaefer, Larry Stewart, Elizabeth Smith, David Click, Jim Free, Wilder
Lucas, Theo Terry, David Morgan, Mike Fugate, Steve Branz, Bob DiTullio, Jr., Bob DiTullio, Sr., and
Randy Sandford.
Order of Business:
1. Call to order by Chairman
2. Opening Statement:
Dr. Davis welcomed members and guests
3. Appointment of new member
Introduce new member Jim Crowdis.
4. Review of minutes from ninth meeting:
Motion to approve minutes made by George McClure. Unanimously approved.
5. Old Business:
Mr. Bill Fortune revisited the issue of fairness with regard to the reduction in absorption field area
allowed for one type of treatment system producing a Class I equivalent effluent and not for other
approved Aerobic Treatment Units. Considerable discussion occurred. Mike Fugate, with Board Na
Mona, spoke regarding their product approval as compared to a drip irrigation system. Wilder Lucas
stated that he is working on a committee at NSF and that they are in the process of revising NSF
Standard 40 to broaden the scope of what is considered Class I effluent. The chairman tabled
additional discussion until the Standards sub-committee reported.
6. New Business
A. Zabel AeroDiffuser Model ATS-AD-500 Aerobic Treatment Unit – Unanimously approved
through written polling procedure. No member dissenting.
B. Mo-Dad-II Aerobic Treatment Unit Models 600, 750, and 1,000 – Unanimously approved
through written polling procedure. No member dissenting.
C. Sam Banks brought up a proposal to locate existing absorption lines with the use of magnets and
a detection instrument. Magnets would be placed in the absorption lines prior to backfilling.
Laurie Cook, Bill Fortune, and Truet Kastner provided comment. Mr. Banks requested the TRC
make some type of decision regarding adding this requirement to system installations. The
Committee declined to act on this issue and no motion was made.
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D. Wilder Lucas spoke on the Canadian Environmental Technology Verification certification
program. The purpose of the organization is to monitor on site sewage technology similar to
ANSI/NSF. Canadian authorities would like to develop a reciprocal type agreement with Georgia
regarding product approval.
7. Other Business
A. Standards Committee Report: Larry Chapman presented information on the proposed standards
recommended by the subcommittee for adoption. The following standards were proposed:
1. Sidewall and trench bottom has equal disposal capability without masking.
2. Masking is 50% for the conventional gravel absorption trench.
3. The infiltrative surface is the wetted bottom and sidewall area at full ponding.
4. Masking is considered to be ½ of the 50% for sidewall area in conventional gravel absorption
trench.
5. The minimum storage volume required for a system shall be 1.5 times the peak daily design
flow in gallons per day.
6. The absorption trench area required is based on the most hydraulically limiting soil horizon
that comes into contact with the infiltrative surface of the sidewall, trench bottom, and for a
distance 1 foot below the trench bottom.
Mark Hardin, Standards subcommittee member, diagramed for illustration the explanation of the
bottom and sidewall infiltration/masking issue for different types of systems.
Infiltration areas for a conventional 36 inch wide gravel trench system.
Sidewall

= 12 inches x .75 = 9 inches of infiltration area
2 Sidewalls x 9 inches = 18 inches of infiltration area

Trench bottom

= 36 inches x .5 = 18 inches of infiltration area

Total infiltration area for conventional gravel
= 18” (sidewall) +18” (trench bottom) = 36 inches total infiltration area
After considerable discussion concerning infiltration surface, acceptable masking calculations, fairness in
the application of standards, consideration of sidewall absorption rates, and separation distances for field
lines and restrictive layers, the following motion was made by Scott Uhlich: A motion to approve the six
factors as standards to be utilized for evaluating on site sewage management systems. Motion approved.
(6 for, 5 against, 2 abstain). (For-Scott Uhlich, Larry Walker, Stan Coppage, Jimmy Durrence, Jim
Crowdis, and Lawton Davis; Against-Sam Banks Larry Chapman, Bill fortune, Bill Durham, and George
McClure ; Abstain- Doug Cabe and Laurie Cook)
A discussion on effluent standards involving defining Class I effluent was re-introduced. Discussion
occurred involving requiring NSF/ANSI certification for any system obtaining class I effluent approval.
Dr. Davis made the following motion “To accept third party testing from an accredited testing facility
showing the system meets ANSI/NSF Standard 40 testing requirements for Class I effluent”. Motion
unanimously approved.
Discussion occurred involving reduction in absorption field area for systems producing a class I
equivalent effluent. A table was presented on acceptable infiltration rates for single family residential
application for class I equivalent effluent. A discussion regarding the difference in infiltration area
between a bed type and a trench type absorption field design. Scott Uhlich informed the committee that
currently the rules and regulations do not allow gravel bed absorption fields. Bill Fortune made a motion
to approve the chart for infiltration rates for single family residential application for class I equivalent
effluent. Mr. Uhlich requested the chart be amended to not allow the use of bed absorption fields on soils
with percolation rates that exceed 90 minutes per inch. Larry Chapman requested the motion be
amended to require time dosing for gravel bed application. The following revised motion was made by
Bill Fortune: A motion to approve the infiltration rate chart for single family residential application for
class I equivalent effluent as revised to limit bed type absorption fields to soils that percolate at 90
minutes per inch or less, and to require time dosing when bed absorption fields are utilized. Motion
approved. (10 for, Scott Uhlich and Larry Walker against).
8.

Motion to Adjourn – Meeting adjourned at 2:30PM
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October 19, 2000
To:

Technical Review Committee Members

From: Scott A. Uhlich, Secretary
RE:

Minutes of the ninth Technical Review Committee (TRC) meeting

The ninth meeting of the TRC was held at the Ryan’s Steakhouse, Northside Drive, Macon, Ga. on
September 12, 2000. The meeting was called to order by Dr. Davis, Chairman, at 10:00Am.
Members in attendance: Dr. Davis, Scott Uhlich, Ernest Earn, Stan Coppage, Sam Banks, Bill Durham,
Bill Fortune, Larry Chapman, Jimmy Durrence
Guests: Greg Harless, Bettie Sleeth, Michael Lloyd, Jim Free, Wilder Lucas, Theo Terry, David
Morgan, Pres Allinder, George Allison, Mike Fugate, Steve Kinney, Jay Johnson, Julie Bertils, Wes
Combs.
Order of Business:
1. Call to order by Chairman
2. Opening Statement:
Dr. Davis welcomed members and guests
3. Review of minutes from eight meeting:
Motion to approve minutes made by Ernest Earn, seconded by Sam Banks. Unanimously approved.
4. Appointment of new member
Jim Crawdis was recommended to the Department of Human Resources to replace Lucy Jenkins and
provide representation from the Department of Community Affairs.
5. Old Business:
Larry Chapman presented a handout on concrete risers for informational purposes.
6. New Business
A. Alliance 500 Aerobic Treatment Unit – Unanimously approved through written polling
procedure. No member dissenting.
B. Hydro-Action Aerobic Treatment Unit Models G-500, CLP-G-500, G-900, G-1000, G-1100, and
G-1500 – Unanimously approved through written polling procedure. No member dissenting
C. Bill Fortune raised issue regarding absorption field reductions for aerobically treated waste. Mr.
Fortune stated that reductions should be provisionally approved until the standards subcommittee recommended a standard. Mr. Uhlich stated that the Department preferred to wait
until the TRC heard from the standards sub-committee on the issue. Ernie Earn asked if Aerobic
Treatment Units would be considered for approval if they were tested by an ANSI approved lab
and shown to meet NSF Standard 40 for residential wastewater treatment units. Mr. Uhlich
indicated that ATUs tested by ANSI approved labs and meeting the standard would be
considered for approval.
D. Zabel Aerocell Advanced Wastewater Treatment System – Wes Combs presented information on
the system. Most of the data submitted was on the “Waterloo Biofilter”. Mr. Combs stated that
the Aerocell System was an adaptation of the Waterloo Biofilter. Stan Coppage asked if Zabel
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

was asking for approval of the filter modules and recirculating device. Mr. Combs indicated that
Zabel was only asking for approval of the modules and recirculating device. Bill Fortune and
Ernie Earn expressed concerns about third party review of secondary treatment devices and what
constitutes acceptable third party review. Bill Fortune made a motion to table the approval of
the Zabel Aerocell. Motion passed.
E. Plastic Tubing, Inc. Corr-A-Guard gravel-less system - Jay Johnston presented information on
the gravel-less pipe system. Mr. Johnston asked for a provisional approval, the same as was
granted by the TRC for Crumpler gravel-less pipe.. Mr. Uhlich raised questions regarding the
comparison of the infiltrative surface of the gravel-less pipe as compared to a gravel trench. Mr.
Uhlich stated that the PTI proposal did not provide an equal area of infiltrative surface as
compared to a conventional gravel trench.. Mr. Uhlich stated that the Department had concerns
regarding the provisional approval granted by the TRC for the Crumpler gravel-less system.
Discussion about the equal comparison of products occurred. Jim Free recommended that all
products be required to provide a warranty. Truet Kastner recommended the committee back up
and only approve products on a foot for foot basis with conventional gravel until standards for
comparison were developed. Ernie Earn made a motion to provisionally approve the PTI gravelless pipe. The conditions of approval would be the same as Crumpler gravel-less pipe. Motion
was disapproved. (2 votes for, 6 against). PTI was advised that approval of their product would
be reconsidered after the TRC adopted standards.
F. Infiltrator Chamber Systems – Jim Free requested a review from the TRC regarding the
absorption field sizing being applied in the Albany and Valdosta Districts for the Infiltrator high
Capacity chamber system.. The Albany and Valdosta Districts are allowing a 40% reduction in
absorption line length for the infiltrator chamber system. This was based on the manufacturer’s
recommendation. Infiltrator is now recommending a 50% reduction in absorption line length in
these Districts with a minimum number of 12 units to be installed on any single-family
residential system. Mr. Uhlich stated that the infiltrator chamber units had approximately a 32inch infiltrative bottom surface and that the reduction should be based on a 32-inch wide
conventional gravel system.. Mr. Free stated that they had always been granted a 50% reduction
as compared to a 36-inch wide conventional system. Mr. Uhlich stated that the chart provided
by Infiltrator to the Department and TRC indicated a 50% reduction in trench bottom square
footage. Mr. Free stated that the chart provided for review was not accurate and requested it not
be considered. Considerable discussion occurred. Ernie Earn made the following motion “The
infiltrator high capacity chamber is approved for installation in every county of the state pursuant
to the manufacturer’s recommendations, including sizing of no less than 50 percent of trench
length of a conventional system designed for equal flows in similar soil conditions”. Motion was
approved. After the motion Dr. Davis asked for an interpretation of the motion. Mr. Uhlich and
Mr. Coppage stated that the motion required Infiltrator to be sized and designed based on the
actual trench bottom infiltrative surface as compared to conventional system of the same width.
Other members disagreed and stated that they believed that the chamber system should be
compared to a 36-inch wide conventional absorption line. Mr. Uhlich stated that he believed this
violated the law and stated that the TRC was basing the approval of other products on their
actual infiltrative surface. Due to the interpretation being applied, Mr. Uhlich and Mr. Coppage
requested that their vote on the motion be changed to “against the motion”.
7. Other Business
A. Standards Committee Report: Larry Chapman updated the TRC members on the progress of the
committee. The committee is developing standards on sidewall absorption, masking factors,
disturbed earth and aerobic treatment. The committee has been obtaining input from a number
of sources. The committee will present a written recommendation to the full TRC at the next
meeting.
B. Truet Kastner presented information to the TRC on the “Grease Guzzler”. The grease guzzler
is a bacterial additive that breaks down grease. Mr. Kastner also discussed a micro-filter he was
utilizing on some of his pressurized drip emitter systems.
8.

Motion to Adjourn – Meeting adjourned at 2:30PM
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August 10, 2000
To:

Technical Review Committee Members

From: Scott A. Uhlich, Secretary
RE:

Minutes of the eighth Technical Review Committee (TRC) meeting

The eighth meeting of the TRC was held at the Executive Conference Center Room 211,Calloway
Gardens, Pine Mountain, Georgia on July 14, 2000. The meeting was called to order by Daryl Rowe,
Vice-Chairman, at 10:00Am.
Members in attendance: Daryl Rowe, Scott Uhlich, Ernest Earn, Stan Coppage, Sam Banks, Larry
Walker, Doug Cabe, Bill Durham, Bill Fortune, Larry Chapman, Laurie Cook
Guests: Carl Johnson, Bettie Sleeth, Michael Lloyd, Tom Weaver, Jim Free, Wilder Lucas, Theo Terry,
Davis Morgan, Ken Dickson
Meeting Minutes: Meeting was recorded on cassette tape.
Order of Business:
1. Call to order by Vice-Chairman
2. Opening Statement:
Darryl Rowe welcomed members and guests
3. Review of minutes from seventh meeting:
Scott Uhlich requested clarification regarding the approval and motions made for Priemer Tech ST650 Biofilter. Motion to approve made by Larry Chapman was based on manufacturer
recommendations on drainfield sizing up to a 50% reduction in conventional trench bottom area.
Scott Uhlich asked for clarification regarding the TRC approval of EZflow. Discussion centered
around installation criteria. Minutes, as presented, approved sizing criteria and not installation
methods. TRC determined approval was based on sizing criteria. Motion to approve minutes was
made by Earnest Earn, seconded by Laurie Cook. Unanimously approved.
4. Appointment of new member
Jim Crawdis was recommended to the Department of Human Resources to replace Lucy Jenkins and
provide representation from the Department of Community Affairs.
5. Old Business:
Ken Dickson, Environmental Health Section office, presented information on the certification of
contractors and pumpers. Sam Banks raised concerns that certification cards being issued by the
department did not distinguish between employees and the company. Mr. Banks stated that if
employees left the company and started their own business there would be no tracking to ensure they
paid the required certification fee. Scott Uhlich noted that the certification review board had
recommended that employee cards be distinguished from company cards by some method. Mr.
Uhlich stated that the Environmental Health Section office would review the matter.
Scott Uhlich informed the TRC that Premier Tech had submitted sizing criteria to the State office
that differed from the original information submitted for review to the TRC. TRC determined that
approval was based on and limited to the original information submitted to the Department. Premier
Tech may ask for a another review.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Bill Fortune began a discussion regarding the recommendation made by the TRC to the Department
to allow a 50% reduction for aerobic treatment. Mr. Fortune requested that the Department amend
the manual and write an approval letter allowing up to a 50% reduction in convention drainfield area
if aerobic treatment units are used for pre-treatment. Mr. Morgan, Delta Environmental, supported
Mr. Fortune’s frustration that inequity existed on this issue. Some subcommittee members disagreed
on what exactly was recommended to the Department regarding aerobically treated waste. Dr. Rowe
stated that sub-committee reports must be submitted in writing to the full TRC. Mr. Uhlich stated
that the Department was working with the TRC Standards sub-committee to address this issue.
Discussion was opened on EZflow regarding installation methods. Scott Uhlich stated that the
Department required trenches to be dug the width of the product configuration to provide contact
with undisturbed soil and to provide uniform sidewall support so the product retained it’s shape
during backfilling. Michael Lloyd, EZflow representative, objected to this requirement and
requested approval to dig the trenches wider than the product configuration and allow staking for
support. Considerable discussion resulted by the TRC members. During this discussion, Michael
Lloyd agreed to meet the Department’s installation requirements for digging the trenches.
6. New Business
A. Mighty Mac Model 500, Model 600, Model 750 ATU: Motion to approve by Sam Banks,
seconded by Larry Walker. Unanimously approved.
B. Cajun Aire Model 500, Model 750, Model 1000 ATU: Motion to approve by Laurie Cook,
seconded by Sam Banks. Unanimously approved.
C. Zoeller Residential Filter P/N 170-0078: Motion to provisionally approve the filter until such
time that the TRC and Department adopt standards for effluent filters by Sam Banks, seconded
by Larry Walker. Unanimously approved.
D. Zoeller Distribution Box P/N 173-0001: Ken Zoeller presented information on the distribution
box. The distribution box has a self-leveler inside that would allow installation without a
concrete slab under the box or without pouring concrete around the box. Motion to approve the
distribution box by Bill Fortune, seconded by Bill Durham. Unanimously approved. Motion to
approve manufacturer’s installation method by Scott Uhlich, seconded by Sam Banks.
Unanimously approved.
E. Cultec Chamber System: Mike DiTullio presented information on the Cultec Chamber System.
Cultec Models Contractor EZ-24, Contractor 75, Contractor 100, Contractor 125, and Recharger
180. Scott Uhlich recommended approval be limited to a 50% reduction in trench bottom square
footage for each chamber model. Sam Banks made a motion to provisionally approve the Cultec
Chamber System Models; Contractor EZ24, Contractor 75, Contractor 100, Contractor 125, and
Recharger 180 based on the manufacturer’s recommendations not to exceed a 50% reduction in
trench bottom square footage for one year or until such time that the TRC develops standards for
chamber systems. System installation must meet the DHR Rules and Regulations for On Site
Sewage Management Systems. Motion seconded by Stan Coppege. Motion approved (9 ayes, 1
abstain).
F. Filter Standard: Scott Uhlich presented a proposal to adopt by reference the most current version
of American National Standards Institute/ NSF International (ANSI/NSF) Standard 46 entitled
“Evaluation of Components and Devices Used in Wastewater Treatment Systems, specifically
Section 10 of Standard 46, “Filtration devices for residential gravity flow septic tank systems”.
A motion to adopt the standard as presented for inclusion in the manual was made by Bill
Fortune, seconded by Bill Durham. Approved Unanimously. A motion was made by Sam
Banks that all provisionally approved filters would be given 6 months to meet the adopted
standard. Seconded by Larry Walker. Unanimously approved.
G. Dr. Rowe recommended that all motions include a reference that the motion must meet the Rules
and Regulations for On Site Sewage Management Systems established by the Department of
Human Resources. Motion by Sam Banks, seconded by Stan Coppage. Motion unanimously
approved.
7. Other Business
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A. Standards Committee Report: Larry Chapman updated the TRC members on the progress of the
committee. The committee is developing standards on sidewall absorption, masking factors,
disturbed earth and aerobic treatment. The committee has been obtaining input from a number
of sources. Bob Rubin, soil scientist from NC State University, and Steve Dix presented
information to the committee at a recent meeting. The committee will present a written
recommendation to the full TRC at a later date.
B. Scott Uhlich suggested a method to improve the approval process for aerobic treatment units and
filters. Mr. Uhlich suggested that the Department approve any ATUs or filters that meet the
standards established in the manual without having to wait until a TRC meeting. Discussion
resulted in a procedure where the Department would notify the TRC members by letter of any
ATUs or filters meeting the standards. Department would issue an approval if no TRC members
objected within 10 days.
8. A motion to adjourn was made by Scott Uhlich. Motion was approved.
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December 10, 1999

MEMORANDUM
TO: Technical Review Committee
FROM: Carl W. Johnson, Secretary, Technical Review Committee
SUBJECT: Minutes of the Fourth Technical Review Committee (TRC) Meeting
The fourth meeting of the TRC was held at the Macon Public Health District Office on October 14, 1999.
TRC members in attendance: Carl W. Johnson, James Durrence, Laurie Cook, Stan Coppage, Larry Chapman, Larry Walker,
George McClure, John W. "Bill" Fortune, Doug Cabe, Lawton Davis, and Sam Banks.
TRC members absent: William R."Bill"Durham, Daryl Rowe, Ernest U. Earn and Lucy Jenkins.
Guests in attendance: John W. Estep, Gloria Hames, Michael Fugate, Jim Free, Wilder Lucas and Theo B. Terry, III.
Meeting minutes: An attempt was made to record the meeting, and two 120 minute cassette tapes were produced. The minutes
are summarized herein and, along with the cassettes will serve as the official record for this fourth meeting.
Order of business:
1. Call to order by Chairman:
The meeting was called to order by Dr. Lawton Davis, M.D. at approximately 10:12 AM.
2. Opening ceremonies:
Welcome, member and guest introductions and other administrative details were made by the Chairman.
3. Review of minutes from third meeting:
Based upon a motion by Doug Cabe seconded by George McClure, the minutes of the third meeting on
September 19,1999 were approved with minor corrections.
4. Old Business: Approval of Aqua Klear Aerobic Treatment Units.
The following are points made by committee members:
-Public Health interest must be adequately considered in all actions the TRC take.
-to avoid a possible conflict of interest as a manufacturing competitor, Bill Fortune agreed to abstain
from
comments and voting on approval of Aqua Klear ATU systems.
-lots of ATU's currently installed are apparently failing because they are not adequately maintained.
-AquaKlear was invited by the Secretary to attend the TRC meeting but they declined; however, they requested
copies of the recorder tapes for the third TRC meeting, and copies or access to the tapes will be provided in
accordance with Department policies.
-Manufacturers, both inside and outside of Georgia must certify their representatives who must be
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available within the State for addressing service requirements and/or other issues associated with their ATU's.
-Any ATU's approved for use in Georgia must have a serviceability contract for maintenance service within
48
hours.
-ATU performance histories need to be considered for approval and continuation of sales approval.
-Third party laboratories providing data on onsite products should be American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) certified.
-Systems approved as "Experimental" must have 3 years of performance data provided before final TRC
approval may be given.
-Do we have adequate standards for ATU's ? A performance standards checklist is needed for all ATU's; to some
extent this exists in the manual, but not in a handy checklist format. We need to guard against approving a system
such a way that we do not discover those installed have a problem, until after many of them are in failure.
Concern was expressed about doing "Provisional Approvals", but it was recognized that there is a
tremendous difference between such an approval for a complex ATU system versus a simple sewage effluent
filter.
-The Secretary provided verification that C-K associates (attachments 2) is currently certified by ANSI, thus
validating their report that the Aqua Klear ATU's meet NSF Standard 40, class 1 approval criteria.

in

A motion was made by George McClure seconded by Sam Banks for approval of the Aqua Klear ATU's (models
AK 500596, AK 600596, AK750596, AK 1000596 and AK 1500596). The motion was approved with 4
abstentions (Bill Fortune, Laurie Cook, Stan Coppage and Larry Chapman).
5. Sub-Committee Reports:
a. In Use Product Survey Sub-Committee: Laurie Cook, Sub-Committee Chairperson, gave a brief report of
committee accomplishments. The sub-committee was charged with conducting an in-use onsite sewage product
survey (see attached Survey Summary). Some items on the list ( Tuf-Tite and Zabel products) would be
addressed later in the meeting today. It was suggested that the sub-committee obtain a list of product model
numbers and/or other appropriate information for items on the survey; if possible for presentation at the next
meeting under old business.
- Laurie Cook also agreed to put together a presentation on the Type-A sandline drainlines currently in use
in some Georgia Counties, for approval consideration by the TRC.
b. Criteria for System/Product Review: Any actions Tabled, pending further study. Although the By Laws and
manual are currently available, review checklist forms for given types of systems and products for assisting
the review and approval process still need to be developed by this sub-committee.
c. Manual Revisions on Slope: Stan Coppage reported that the sub-committee found no conflict between
the corrections made to the manual regarding removal of the 35% slope cutoff in Section B, paragraph
(C) nor in the current wording in Section F, page F-1 (the first paragraph which also addresses drainfield
location). After some discussion it was agreed that Larry Walker would research how other State On-Site
Sewage Rules addressed use of slope cutoff limits or other means of protecting against
sewage effluent side slope bleedout and report back to the TRC when his research is completed.
6. System/Product Reviews:
a. Tuf-Tite distribution boxes and risers: There was considerable discussion about requirements in Section E
of the Manual for both concrete and molded plastic and fiberglass distribution boxes. It was recognized
that the industry producing the molded plastic and fiberglass distribution boxes and drop boxes should be
approached to develop a proposed standard for such devices for adoption by the TRC and incorporation
in the Manual. Some points made were the following:
- There needs to be sufficient space underneath the inlet and outlet inverts to allow installation of inlet
pipe turndowns where appropriate to diminish liquid turbulence and potential direct channeling to one
outlet rather than uniform distribution of flow to all of the outlets.
- Reportedly, there may be some distribution boxes in use currently with no separation between the inlet and/or
outlet inverts and the bottom of the box.
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- In the case of concrete distribution boxes the spacing of the pipe openings from top or bottom,
sidewall and distances between the successive outlets is important in assuring the structural
capacity /strength of the box.
A motion was made by Sam Banks, seconded by George McClure to change the distance for the outlet invert in
concrete boxes in the Manual [Section E, page E-1, paragraph (1) g] from "at least 6 inches" to 3 inches "above
the inside bottom surface of the box". The motion passed unanimously.
The secretary reported that he had reviewed in detail the descriptive data and test data submitted by both Tuf-Tite
and Zabel for their high density polyethylene products for use with concrete septic tanks. He reported that both
manufacturers' data showed their products to have adequate compressive strengths, corrosive resistance,
descriptive literature and associated information, and he recommended their products be approved by the TRC.
-Larry Chapman made a motion seconded by Sam Banks to provisionally approve the Tuf-Tite 7 and 9 hole
distribution boxes subject to review again at such time as the TRC develops final revised criteria for such
products for adoption in the Manual. The motion was approved unanimously.
-Sam Banks made the same motion as for distribution boxes above seconded by George McClure for approval of
Tuf Tite l2, 20 and 24 inch diameter risers and lids. The motion was approved unanimously.
b. Zabel high density polyethylene risers and lids: George McClure called for a point of order since Mr. Theo
Terry
of Zabel Environmental Technology was present to afford him the opportunity to make a presentation on
the Zabel
products. Mr. Terry graciously declined in order to facilitate completion of other TRC business.
-A motion was made by Sam Banks seconded by Bill Fortune for provisional approval of the Zabel 20 and 26
inch (outside diameter) risers, lids and adapters subject to review again at such time as the TRC develops final
revised criteria for such products for adoption in the Manual. The motion was approved unanimously.
c. Zabel Filter handle changes (models A100, A300, A100-HIP and A300-HIP):
This handle change kit is to make the filters more accessible for maintenance and easier to install/reinstall. All
A100 and A300 models will be sold with the parts necessary to install a one (1) foot section of ½ inch Schedule
40 PVC pipe on a threaded male stud which is placed in the center of these filter lids. This is a change to these
lids. A threaded adapter will allow the installer to adapt from the threaded connection on the filter lid by
glueing it to the l/2 inch Schedule 40 PVC pipe. A l/2 inch PVC tee can then be glued on top of this one (1)
foot long pipe handle to complete the assembly. Longer or shorter handles can be made; longer by adding a
longer pipe or shorter by cutting the one foot pipe provided.
George McClure made a motion to approve changing the Zabel models A100, A300, A100-HIP and A300 HIP
sewage effluent filter lids and incorporation of a kit for installing a one (1) foot handle of l/2 inch Schedule 40
PVC pipe and handle tee to these filters. The motion was approved unanimously.
d. Zabel filter material changes: After discussion, Sam Banks made a motion seconded by Bill Fortune to allow
construction of Zabel sewage effluent filters (Models A1800, Al801, A1800-HIP and A1801-HIP) from ABS or
similar material that meets or exceeds ABS grade 433. Motion approved with one opposing vote by George
McClure.
e. Plasti Drain Polyethylene Septic Tanks: Further action tabled (See f. below).
f. AK Industries Polyethylene Septic Tanks: The following are some points noted.
-It was uncertain whether the review fee ($500.00) had been received from AK Industries by the State Office.
-Some of the drawings do not exist in the packets for structural design and sizing of the baffles.
-Is the gallonage of the tanks within the 4% limits?
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-Further information needs to be gathered about both the Plasti Drain and AK Industries septic tanks and the
review and approval may more appropriately be carried out by the State Program Office. So, further action was
tabled pending completion of actions to be taken by the State Office.
g. EEEZZZWAY Bio-Boxer Filter: The following comments are noted.
-The Secretary passed around the expanded polystyrene filter element (only) for observation.
-The test report by the test lab indicates the filter is 95.9 % efficient in removing particulate matter smaller
than
50 microns in size; this may very easily cause plugging of the filter very rapidly. On the Bio-Boxer
brochure it says "95%
removal of particles as small as 50 microns". Which is it?
-The filter beads need to be replaced from time to time for maintenance.
-The filter sets outside the septic tank and the filter element container is constructed of stainless steel.
-There is a warning in the warranty that introduction of certain chemicals into the septic tank system may
be harmful, but there is no identification of specific chemicals of concern.
-Are the screws used for fastening the lid constructed of stainless steel or other corrosion resistant material?
-An EEEZZZWAY representative should be contacted and allowed to make a presentation to the TRC if so
desired.
-NSF has a new standard for sewage effluent filters, but it is uncertain if the NSF Board has adopted it yet.
-The Bio-Boxer has been provisionally approved in Florida with a requirement to provide one year of
performance reports on a quarterly basis.
-The Bio-Boxer can be approved on an experimental basis for installation of at least l0 filters in each District.
-The Secretary requested that the TRC members all review the BB submission package in detail preparatory to
the next meeting.
-Further action was tabled pending State Office collection of any needed information and offering
EEEZZZWAY the option of making a presentation before the TRC.
h. Bio-Weir Filter (Model DF): The filter manufacturer, Mr. John Estep, gave a brief report on the data
package provided each TRC member and the following points are noted:
-The filter is very similar to the Zabel A1800 filter in terms of slit sizes and durability.
-Any rivets used in the filter are stainless steel.
-Bonding material/PVC cement is NSF approved.
-The top of the filter is marked with the manufacturer's name and once approved all filters will contain a
serial number.
-The filter has been submitted to NSF for testing and approval.
-The slit openings are l/16 (0.06) inch wide exactly the same as one approved for Zoeller.
The Secretary stated the State Office recommends the filter be approved.
-A motion was made by Sam Banks, seconded by Larry Walker that the Bio-Weir model DF be provisionally
approved for one year subject to review again once the TRC adopts permanent filter approval criteria.
-The motion was approved unanimously.
7. Other Business:
a. Clearwater System Drip Emitter and Emitter line spacing: Truett Kastner was invited by the State Office to
attend, but he declined. Salient points follow:
-The request is for spacing the emitter lines on one foot centers and the emitters one foot apart on the line rather
than the two foot line width and two foot emitter spacing. The Secretary read from the Manual, Section F, page
21, paragraph C.7., "Typically, separation between emitter line laterals shall be at least two feet." This
phraseology could allow lateral spacing of one foot centers.
-There is no reduction in drainfield sizing requested.
-The emitters, spaced one foot apart, are sized to deliver about l/2 the flow delivered by emitters spaced two feet
apart on the emitter line.
-Further discussion tabled until next meeting. The Secretary would invite both Truett Kastner and Scott Uhlich to
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attend the next meeting to discuss this issue.
b. BordNaMona Peat System: Mike Fugate, system representative was in the audience. It was agreed today's
notification would allow everyone the 30 days needed to study the system, and Mr. Fugate would make a
presentation at the next TRC meeting.
c. Premier Tech Peat System: Secretary to provide review information 30 days in advance of the next TRC meeting.
d. Additives:
-The Secretary stated that requests for approval had been received from two (2) manufacturers, with review fees
paid and four or five additives were to be reviewed for approval. He advised that he would be attending the l5th
Annual SE Coastal States On-Site Wastewater Program Managers Conference November l3th- l7th, l999; since
additives were to be discussed at the Conference perhaps he could bring new information to the TRC regarding
criteria for approval of existing additives.
-The State Office has no current criteria organized for additives approval except an article recently published in
the Small Flows Clearinghouse which indicated that further research studies need to be conducted.
-It was pointed out that some additives probably have NO positive effects on sewage treatment while others may
even be harmful.
-The Secretary read from the Manual, page A-24 (Chapter 290-5-26-.18 (3) "Additives"-Sewage system additives
which are used to enhance the operation of an on-site sewage management system must be approved by the
Department. No strong bases, acids, or organic solvents shall be used in the operation of the system."
-There are many additives currently being sold with no approval. There was some discussion as to whether the
TRC should consider approval of the additives currently requested for approval unless the manufacturers were
provide data on how the additives improve the quality of the septic tank effluent waste stream.
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e. Norweco Bio-Kinetic Wastewater Management System/Filter:
-The Secretary advised he should have information organized and ready to present at the next TRC meeting
given that all needed information is received from the manufacturer in time to get it to the Committee for review.

f. There was some discussion about items of interest pertinent to TRC operations with the following salient points
made:
-The State Environmental Health Office is not currently adequately reseourced to perform in a timely fashion the
in-depth reviews of each system needed preparatory for a given system to go before the TRC for approval.
-Neither the State Environmental Health Office or the TRC have copies of all appropriate American Society for
Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standards. It costs about $600.00 to become a member, then all the
standards and updates could be made available on an ongoing basis. This should be a TRC budget
consideration.
-There needs to be a good numbering system developed by the criteria subcommittee for tracking (TRC) reviews
and approvals of all systems and products.
-There was some discussion as to whether the TRC would have an agenda at least 30 days in advance of the next
meeting so it would allow adequate time to prepare for what would need to be voted on. It was pointed out that
the current agenda reports some items that should be addressed at the next meeting.
-Wilder Lucas advised that the AWT request for approval of their BioClere waste treatment system had been in
the queue since March 1999 or earlier so it should go on the agenda for next time. It was agreed the system
should be added to the agenda for the next meeting.
-The Chairman summarized what would need to be addressed at the next meeting.

8. Next Meeting Date and Location: In order to facilitate adequate time for review and preparation it was suggested the next
meeting occur on December l5, 1999, if possible. This recognized that Dr. Rowe could not attend on Tuesdays or
Thursdays due to classes he teaches on those days this semester. The Chamber of Commerce would be reserved for
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convenience in access and parking, if possible.
9. Adjournment: Dr. Davis adjourned the meeting at 2:55 p.m.

Attachment--In Use Product Survey
c: Mr. Michael Smith, Director, Environmental Health and Injury Control Branch
Mr. Jeff Gary, Director, Environmental Health Section
Land Use and Engineering Unit Staff
Technical Review Committee Files
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MINUTES
DHR TECHNICAL REVIEW COMMITTEE MEETING
9/16/99
The meeting was called to order at 10:05 AM by Dr. Rowe, who as vice-chair was chairing the
meeting as Dr. Davis was unable to attend.
Attending:
Carl Johnson, Ernest U. Earn, Stan Coppage, Bill Fortune, Lucy Jenkins, Laurie Cook, Larry
Chapman, George McClure, Daryl Rowe, Sam Banks, Doug Cabe, Bill Durham and Larry Walker.
Not Attending:
Lawton Davis, James Durrence.
Visitors: Bill Cole, John W. Estep, Jim Free, Gloria Hames, Wilder Lucas, Mike Smith and Theo
Terry.
Motion was made by George McClure to approve the minutes of the TRC meeting on August
12,1999, with minor corrections. Motion was seconded by Ernest U. Earn. Minutes were approved
by unanimous vote. An attempt was made to tape record the meeting and three (3) sixty minute micro
cassette tapes were produced. These tapes and the minutes will serve as the official record of the
second TRC meeting.
There was a presentation by Ernest U. Earn on behalf of the by-laws committee. After discussion and
review of the proposed by-laws, minor changes were proposed. Motion was made by George
McClure to adopt the by-laws, as amended, second by Ernest U. Earn. Motion was approved by
unanimous vote.
There was a presentation by Dr. Rowe on behalf of the criteria committee. There was much
discussion on the proposed review process, including the need to define what is a product, to develop
a fee schedule, and to clarify that discharge means discharge below the ground surface. After the
discussion, it was agreed that the criteria committee should address the additional issues. A motion
was made by George McClure to approve the proposed review process and a second was made by
Sam Banks. The motion was adopted by unanimous vote.
A report was made by the secretary on behalf of DHR staff on the need to correct a problem with the
manual. A motion was made by Ernest U. Earn and seconded by Doug Cabe to delete the last
sentence on page B-1, section 4 (c), pertaining to slopes in excess of 35%. Motion was approved by
unanimous vote.
A subcommittee was appointed by Dr. Rowe with Stan Coppage as chair and Doug Cabe and Doug
Cabe as members to look at slope on page B-1 and F-1 as well as elsewhere in the manual to ensure
there are no other conflicts. Report to be prepared for next committee meeting.
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A report was made by the secretary on behalf of DHR staff on the need to approve distribution boxes
and other products which are in use and may have been approved or provisionally approved in the
past. A subcommittee was appointed by Dr. Rowe with Laurie Cook as chair (others volunteered to
serve with Laurie on the committee) to review existing products in use, to bring forth to the next
meeting a list of such products for interim approval by the committee. The submittal should also
address the need for any fees and contain a recommended sunset date for the interim approval.
A report was made by the secretary on behalf of DHR staff on some legal issues and the use of the
DHR webpage for information.
A report was made by the secretary on behalf of DHR staff on the need to review and approve
additives. The subcommittee chaired by Laurie Cook was charged with adding additives to their list
of products to review.
A report was made by the secretary on behalf of DHR staff that an application was complete by the
Treit Filters Co. for their model EF-2540 effluent filter. After much discussion, a motion was made
by Ernest U. Earn and seconded by Bill Durham to approve the Treit model EF-2540 filter thru
August 20, 1999 subject to review as such time as the TRC develops/adopts final criteria for filters.
The motion passed with no nays but 2 members (Laurie cook and Bill Fortune) abstained from voting.
A report was made by the secretary on behalf of DHR staff applications were complete for HydroAction and AquaKlear aerobic treatment units. There was much discussion on both units and on the
type of certification each was reporting. A motion was made by George McClure and second by Sam
Banks to review each application separate. Motion was adopted by unaminous vote.
A motion was made by George McClure and seconded by Ernest U. Earn to approve the HydraAction aerobic treatment units (models G-500, CLP-G-500, G-900, G-1000, and G-1100)based on
their certification by NSF, Inc. The motion passed with no nays but 1 member (Laurie Cook)
abstained from voting.
A motion was made by Ernest U. Earn and seconded by Carl Johnson to approve the AquaKlear
aerobic treatment units (models AK500S96, AK600S96, AK750S96, AK1000S96, and AK1500S96)
based on their certification by C-K laboratories, subject to verification that C-K laboratories was
ANSI accredited to test to ANSI/NSF Standard 40 criteria. There was much discussion and a motion
was made by George McClure, seconded by Bill Fortune to table until verification of the status of CK laboratory regarding ANSI accreditation. The motion passed with no dissenting votes. This is to
be placed under old business for the next meeting.
Additional areas which were discussed in the meeting:
- GOWA representation on the committee. There are currently 3 members represented on the board.
Should there be a specific seat on the committee for a GOWA representative. This would require a
rule change by DHR.
- System failure. There is no mechanism available for the committee to evaluate failures to determine
2

any systemic problems. Possible procedures were discussed and it was agreed that the area needed
to be addressed.
- A control mechanism was needed to ensure that correct versions of the manual were in peoples
hands in the field.
There was no new business.
Meeting was adjourned by Dr. Rowe at 3:10 PM.
*These minutes must go before the TRC for approval at the next meeting.
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DHR

Audrey W. Horne, Commissioner
Kathleen E. Toomey, M.D., M.P.H., Division Director

Georgia Department of Human Resources $ Atlanta, Georgia 30334-5600
Division of Public Health $ 2 Peachtree Street, NW $ Atlanta, Georgia 30303-3142 $ (404) 657-2700
Environmental Health Section - 16th Floor - (404) 657-6534
August 16, 1999

MEMORANDUM
TO: Technical Review Committee
FROM: Carl W. Johnson, Secretary, Technical Review Committee
SUBJECT: Summary of the Second Technical Review Committee (TRC) Meeting

The second meeting of the TRC was held at the Macon Public Health District Office on July 12, 1999. The meeting was called to
order by the Chairman, Lawton Davis M.D. at approximately 10:02 AM.
TRC members in attendance: Carl W. Johnson, James Durrence, Laurie Cook, Stan Coppage, Larry Chapman, William R. "Bill"
Durham, John W. "Bill" Fortune, Doug Cabe, Daryl Rowe, Lawton Davis, Ernest Earn and Sam Banks.
TRC members absent: Larry Walker, George McClure and Lucy Jenkins.
Guests in attendance: Jeff Gary, Jim Free,Wilder Lucas and Theo B. Terry, III.
Meeting minutes: An attempt was made to record the meeting, and two cassette tapes were produced. Meeting minutes
summarized herein should be forthcoming in more detail at a later date and, along with the cassettes will serve as the official
record for this second meeting.
Order of Business:
Call to order by Chairman:
Opening ceremonies:
Welcome, member and guest introductions and other administrative details were made by the Chairman.
Review of minutes from first meeting:
The minutes were approved with minor corrections.
Breakout into Sub Committees: Occurred at 10:15 A.M.
Bylaws Sub Committee-chaired by Ernest Earn.
Criteria Sub Committee-chaired by Daryl Rowe.
Vigorous discussion occurred in both committees until 12:00 Noon.
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Sub Committee Reports:
By order of the Chairman, the TRC reconvened at 12:17 PM, and Mr. Earn, Bylaws Chairman, made the first
report. The following topical areas of concern to be addressed were briefly noted with
written
recommendations to be provided to the TRC for consideration at the next meeting:
1. Period of appointment of TRC members; need for staggering terms to assure adequate continuity of
experience and current knowledge of ongoing TRC operations
2. Provisions for possible member reappointment
3. Adherence to Roberts Rules of Order
4. What should constitute a quorum of member votes
5. Administrative requirements should a member resign from their position on the TRC
6. Minimum number of times the TRC should meet annually-3 times, more often if necessary
7. Term required for reelection of Chairman and Vice-Chairman designees
8. Various other related topics were also addressed
Criteria Subcommittee:
The report was made by Dr. Rowe, subcommittee Chairman at approximately 12:22 PM, and the following
topical areas to be addressed were briefly noted with written recommendations
to be provided to the TRC
for consideration at the next meeting.
1. Time allowances for State Office, TRC to act on applications for system/products submitted for
review/approval; maximum allowable turnaround time for a response to applicant requesting
additional information from applicants.
2. Need for development of an ongoing data base of onsite systems/products submitted for to State
Office and TRC
3. Need for development of form letters for: notifications to applicants and environmentalists of actions
proposed/taken; notification of applicants when their information packets submitted would go before
the TRC for consideration
4. 4. Need for State Office to report monthly to TRC number and type of application received for
review/approval by TRC.
5. Time to be allowed for: an applicant to make a presentation about their system/product to the TRC
and for the maximum time the TRC would allow for consideration of a given system/product.
6. Questions raised about current backlog/number of applications submitted to the State Office for
review.
7. Various other related topics were also addressed.
Review sewage effluent filter approvals: Occurred at 12:32PM.
Considerable discussion focus upon:
1. Rationale for why the TRC should consider extending provisional approval of filters currently approved,
which was due to expire on August 20, 1999
2. Whether provisional approvals should be given to other filters currently requesting approval
3. Status of National Sanitation Foundation (NSF) completion of a standard for testing and approval of such
filters.
4. A brief report by Mr. Theo B. Terry of what is included in the new draft NSF sfilter standard
5. Whether the TRC should consider adopting an interim standard for such filters
6. Standard used by the State Office for filters currently provisionally approved; whether State Office had
performed the same in-depth review of the three new products before the TRC for consideration. It was
noted that the State Office had completed such an in-depth review of the filters manufactured by Polylock,
recommending their approval by the TRC but had not been completed on the other two filters submitted
for consideration
7. Various other related topics were also discussed
A Motion for approval by the TRC was made by Ernest U. Earn, and seconded by William R. Durham, that the
State Office provisional approval of the Bio-Weir, Zabel and Zoeller filters be extended until August 20, 2000
subject to review at such time as the TRC develops/adopts final criteria for filters; the Motion was approved
unanimously.
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A Motion was made by Sam Banks and seconded by Ernest U. Earn that the same TRC provisional approval as
given for Bio-Weir, Zabel and Zoeller filters be given to the Polylock filters; the Motion was approved
unanimously.
Other business:
General discussion centered upon: the need for the State Office to publish a list of manufacturers currently producing
and selling septic tanks in Georgia, and the need to move ahead with requiring them to submit their tank specifications to
the State Office for review and approval and/or submission to the TRC for consideration where deemed appropriate; the
need for development of budget for the TRC and various other topics needing further consideration by the State Office
and/or TRC.
Determination of next meeting date:
The next TRC meeting would be at 10:00AM on September 16, 1999 with location yet to be determined.
Adjourn:
A Motion was made and seconded and the meeting adjourned at 2:50 PM.

cc:

Michael R. Smith, Director, Environmental Health and Injury Control Branch
John Lee, Acting Assistant Director, Environmental Health and Injury Control Branch
Jeff Gary, Director, Environmental Health Section
Ade O. Oke, Director, Land Use and Engineering Unit
Land Use and Engineering Unit Staff
On-Site Sewage Program Files
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DHR

Audrey W. Horne, Commissioner
Kathleen E. Toomey, M.D., M.P.H., Division Director

Georgia Department of Human Resources $ Atlanta, Georgia 30334-5600
Division of Public Health $ 2 Peachtree Street, NW $Atlanta, Georgia 30303-3142 $ (404) 657-2700
Environmental Health Section - 16th Floor - (404) 657-6534
August 12, 1999

MEMORANDUM
TO: Technical Review Committee
FROM: Carl W. Johnson, Secretary, Technical Review Committee
SUBJECT: Minutes of the Initial Technical Review Committee (TRC) Meeting
The initial meeting of the TRC was held at the Macon Public Health District Office on July 1, 1999. The
meeting was called to order by Carl W. Johnson at approximately 10:15 AM, and he also presided as acting
chairman.
TRC members in attendance: Carl W. Johnson, James Durrence, Laurie Cook, Larry Walker, Stan Coppage,
Larry Chapman, George McClure, Doug Cabe, Daryl Rowe, Lawton Davis, Ernest Earn and Lucy Jenkins.
TRC members absent: William R. “Bill” Durham, John W. “Bill” Fortune and Sam Banks.
Guests in attendance: Jim Free, Ade O. Oke and Wilder Lucas.
Meeting minutes: An attempt was made to record the meeting, so two cassette tapes, primarily, and
abbreviated notes by Lawton Davis, Lucy Jenkins and Carl Johnson summarized herein will serve as the
official record for this initial meeting.
Order of business:
Welcome and member and guest introductions.
Selection of Chairperson: Dr. Lawton Davis, M.D., selected by unanimous vote.
Selection of Vice-chairperson: Dr. Daryl Rowe, Ph.D., selected by unanimous vote.
Development of Bylaws: A subcommittee was appointed and general requirements of bylaws
discussed. Subcommittee members appointed were: Ernest Earn, Lucy Jenkins, Lawton Davis and
Carl Johnson.
Development of criteria for submission of new onsite systems and products: A criteria
subcommittee was appointed and many points discussed. During discussion it was noted that much of
the criteria would be established in the draft Manual for On-Site Sewage Management Systems
(hereafter, the Manual), which would hopefully be approved in the near future. Subcommittee
members appointed were: Stan Coppage, Daryl Rowe, Larry Chapman, Laurie Cook, Doug Cabe,
Ade Oke, Ernie Earns (or designee from EPD staff).
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Development of TRC functional priorities: General discussion was held and goals/priorities to
accomplish/initiate prior to the next meeting were established as follows:
- Manual should be first priority.
- The possibly of drafting a letter to legal department and Commissioner, Georgia
Department of Human Resources (DHR), to release manual as soon as possible (ASAP)
was discussed
- The appropriate channel of communication between the TRC and the Commissioner,
DHR should be ascertained;
- Any inconsistencies in Rules and OCGA must be addressed
- Budgetary requirements must be established
- Legal liabilities must be assessed/established and appropriately addressed
- The two Subcommittees were charged with the goal to have recommendations ready for
action by the TRC by the next meeting if possible.
Determination of next meeting date: Established as 10:00 A.M. on August 12, 1999 with
location to be determined. Future meetings projected to occur on first Thursday of each
month until such time as the TRC had accomplished all pressing business.
Other business: General comments about goals, need for the TRC to press forward ASAP,
and generalized discussion follows in abbreviated meeting notes taken by Lucy Jenkins detail for the minutes is available on the recorded cassette tapes maintained by the Land
Use and Engineering Unit, Environmental Health Section.

DHR On-Site Sewage Systems TRC
July 1, 1999
Meeting notes taken by Lucy Jenkins.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Robert’s Rules of Order were discussed. Committee decided to utilize the basic tenants of Robert’s Rules.
Subcommittee for bylaws formed. Ernie Earns, Lucy Jenkins assisted by Carl Johnson. Subcommittee should
have draft bylaws by next meeting.
Standards subcommittee consists of ???????
Committee chair is ex-officio. One vote per committee member including chairman.
Committee should have a minimum and maximum period of time to make decisions on proposed
products/projects.
Open Meetings Act amendments discussed. Committee discussed new requirements for posting of an agenda
prior to the meeting and having a summary of the meeting available within two days of the meeting.
No member may substitute with another person. Only the DHR commissioner can do this.
Must ensure that there are no conflicts between the manual and the bylaws.
Manual (not draft) should be distributed to each member.
Manual should be first priority. Discussion to draft letter to legal department and commissioner to release
manual.
Codes changes. Look at codes procedures.
Need a list of interim approved systems (products) before next meeting. Only unapproved is a polylock filter.
Need to improve standards for system review.
Need by laws prior to recommending approval of systems/products.
Bylaws subcommittee should incorporate a transitional section of bylaws.
Need to clarify discrepancies between DHR Rules and OCGA regarding the duties and responsibilities of this
committee.
Experimental systems are addressed in the manual. Ethical questions are addressed. The TRC must approve
all experimental systems.
By next meeting bylaws should be approved.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Six products ?????
Additives are defined in rules.
Legal basis for approval and review of products. Current cost is $500.
Ade Oke developing a “project code” for monies to be earmarked into for TRC budget.
Need to estimate funding for the TAC. Committee must have a budget estimate.
Typical cost for research and review 30K for a septic tank. Filter: negotiable but about 10K. Number of
products reviewed per year is about 50.
Develop an official list of approved independent researchers.
Ernie has a protocol ANSE/NSF Process developed by EPD.
Risers are not covered in manual. Need criteria.
In budget, need to include cost of meeting transcription.
Use examples of other states’ bylaws.
Have a lawyer brief us on Dos and Don’ts.
July 12 is 1st septic certification course.

Priorities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

cc:

Letter requesting final manual
Address inconsistencies in Rules and OCGA
Budget
Assess legal liability
Develop Bylaws and standards
Determine whom the TRC answers to.

Michael R. Smith, Director, Environmental Health and Injury Control Branch
John Lee, Acting Assistant Director, Environmental Health and Injury Control Branch
Jeff Gary, Director, Environmental Health Section
Ade O. Oke, Director, Land Use and Engineering Unit
Land Use and Engineering Unit Staff
On-Site Sewage Program Files
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